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Computer vision methods for tracking and identification of people in constrained
and unconstrained environments have been widely explored in the last decades. De-
spite of the active research on these topics, they are still open problems for which
standards and/or common guidelines have not been defined yet. Application fields
of computer vision-based tracking systems are almost infinite. Nowadays, the Aug-
mented Reality is a very active field of the research that can benefit from vision-based
user’s tracking to work. Being defined as the fusion of real with virtual worlds, the
success of an augmented reality application is completely dependant on the efficiency
of the exploited tracking method. This work of thesis covers the issues related to
tracking systems in augmented reality applications proposing a comprehensive and
adaptable framework for marker-based tracking and a deep formal analysis. The
provided analysis makes possible to objectively assess and quantify the advantages
of using augmented reality principles in heterogeneous operative contexts. Two case
studies have been considered, that are the support to maintenance in an industrial
environment and to electrocardiography in a typical telemedicine scenario. Advan-
tages and drawback are provided as well as future directions of the proposed study.
The second topic covered in this thesis relates to the vision-based tracking solution
for unconstrained outdoor environments. In video surveillance domain, a tracker
is asked to handle variations in illumination, cope with appearance changes of the
tracked objects and, possibly, predict motion to better anticipate future positions.
An experimental vision-based tracker is proposed in this work. It is an hybrid soft-
ware solution that fuses an Haar-like cascade classifier with an optical flow tracker
to locate, track and predict the position of people in the scene. Preliminary results
are also provided to highlight the performances and the problems to be addressed.
The third and last subject faces with the recent (increasing) trend of adding bio-
metric features to mobile devices. The sudden diffusion of mobile devices has led to
a drastic improvement of their computing power. Nowadays, mobile phones are not
only used for mere communication but they enable applications such as internet-
ting, receiving and sending emails and storing (sensitive) documents. This opens to
a wide range of potential risks for privacy. Based on this observation, an experimen-
tal proposal for ubiquitous iris recognition running on mobile devices is explored in
this work of thesis. It exploits spatial histograms for iris matching offering a good
trade-off between accuracy and computational demand. Preliminary results confirm
the feasibility of such an approach to mobile platforms.
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1.1 Context and motivations
Computer vision methods for tracking and identification of people in constrained
and unconstrained environments have been widely explored in the last decades. Ac-
cording to Moeslund and Granumby, the three major application areas for tracking
of people are: control, surveillance and analysis [1]. The control area relates to appli-
cations where person tracking is used to provide functionalities like human-computer
interaction or to customise the application while using. The surveillance area covers
applications where one or more subjects are being tracked over time and possibly
monitored for special actions. The third class of applications relates to studies of
motion aimed at inferring knowledge suitable for several different purposes, e.g., at-
tention analysis or diagnostic of orthopaedic patients.
The identification of a person interacting with computers represents another im-
portant task for automatic systems in the area of information retrieval, automatic
banking, control of access to security areas, buildings, and so on [2].
Although they address separated issues, the computer vision-based methods designed
for tracking or identification of a user are often problem of pattern recognition at
1
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different level of difficulties. Moreover, systems designed to identify and recognise
people necessarily ask for a method to detect and track them first. In video surveil-
lance systems, the problem of detecting and tracking people is one of the most critical
to address.
This work of thesis covers the aforementioned topics focusing the attention on re-
stricted problems. It investigates on computer-vision solutions in three different
domains, that are:
• performance analysis of augmented reality environments;
• iris recognition on mobile platforms;
• unconstrained outdoor video surveillance systems.
1.2 Person tracking
Computer vision-based Person Tracking is a wide specialised branch of an even
bigger research field commonly defined as object tracking [3]. Applications of object
tracking are incredibly numerous. Some of them are:
• motion-based recognition: human identification based on gait, automatic ob-
ject detection, etc.
• automated surveillance: monitoring a scene to detect suspicious activities or
unlikely events
• video indexing: automatic annotation and retrieval of videos in multimedia
databases
• human-computer interaction: gesture recognition, eye gaze tracking for data
input to computers, etc.
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• traffic monitoring: real-time gathering of traffic statistics to direct traffic flow
• vehicle navigation: video-based path planning and obstacle avoidance capabil-
ities
Generally speaking, a definition of tracking can be the problem of estimating the
trajectory of an object in the image plane as it moves around a scene. In other
words, a tracker assigns consistent labels to the tracked objects in different frames
of a video. Going deeper and depending on the domain, a tracker can also provide
object centric information, such as orientation, area, or shape of an object. This
information can be used to estimate the current pose of an object or, especially in
the domain of mixed reality, to infer the point observed in a real environment.
At different level of complexity, every computer vision-based tracking method is split
in two main steps:
1. build some model of what has to be tracked;
2. use what is known about where the object was in the previous frame(s) to
make predictions about the current frame and restrict the search;
3. repeat the two subtasks, possibly updating the model.
When facing with the problem of object tracking by computer vision, a big amount of
factors can increase the complexity of the proposed solution. From a technical point
of view, this domain is rich and challenging because of the need to segment rapidly
changing scenes in natural environments involving non-rigid motion and (self) oc-
clusion. Loss of information caused by projection of 3D world on 2D image, noise in
images, complex object shapes/motion, real-time processing area are also require-
ments (rather impossible to list all of them) that make object tracking difficult.
Application fields of computer vision-based tracking systems are almost infinite.
Gavrila [4] in 1998 surveyed the possible domains for vision-based tracking systems,
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Table 1.1: Application domain for people tracking.





(e.g., film, advertising, home-use)





Advanced user interfaces Social interfaces
Sign-language translation
Gesture driven control
Signaling in high-noise environments
(airports, factories)
Motion analysis Content-based indexing of sports video footage
Personalized training in golf, tennis, etc.
Choreography of dance and ballet
Clinical studies of orthopedic patients
Model-based coding Very low bit-rate video compression
grouped in table 1.1. At the time of the above mentioned survey, the augmented
reality was not particularly studied and only experimental proposals were present
in literature. Nowadays, the augmented reality is a very active field of the research
and can be considered fully integrated in the application domains that exploit user
tracking to work. Indeed, the tracking system is the essence of any augmented real-
ity application. Being defined as the fusion of real with virtual worlds, the success
of an augmented reality application is completely dependant on the efficiency of the
exploited tracking method.
Demonstrating that a tracking method performs successfully is another open prob-
lem. Literature is full of possible measures for evaluating the tracking performance,
typically with the comparison against ground truth, considering the target presence
and position. These methods often require a considerable amount of annotation,
with the consequence that the amount of videos with ground truth is often limited
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up to this point [5]. Anyway, no standards or common guidelines exist in this con-
text. This makes also difficult comparing existing solutions between each other in
order to infer quantitative and objective evaluations about strengths and weaknesses
of the compared methods.
Based on this point of view, the first topic discussed in this work of thesis covers
the issues related to the tracking systems in augmented reality applications
and how to quantitatively analyse them. Formal analyses of augmented reality
applications are made difficult by the fact that factors like ergonomic, interaction
paradigm and others significantly impact on the overall performance of the proposed
approach. Therefore, becomes hard to isolate the contribution of each factor to the
final conclusions. The work presented in this study designs and discusses a possible
framework for a formal analysis of augmented reality application that makes possible
to objectively assess and quantify the advantages of using AR principles in a specific
operative context.
Another topic covered in this work of thesis relates to the tracking issues in
video surveillance systems. Video surveillance is an attractive research field for
vision-based tracking methods. As long as the assumptions constrain the possible
conditions of the system, it could be relatively easy to ensure a reliable vision-based
tracker. Unfortunately, especially in outdoor environments, the issues to address
related to the tracking of people is really challenging due to the weak constraints to
be assumed. Literature presents a big amount of proposals but tracking people in
the wild scenarios still remains an open problem. The work presented in this thesis
relies on an hybrid method that combines an Haar-like cascade classifier and optical
flow trackers to address the problem of tracking people in unconstrained outdoor
environments.
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1.3 Biometric identification on mobile
The worldwide diffusion of latest generations mobile devices, namely smartphones
and tablets, represents the technological premise to a new wave of applications for
which reliable owner identification is becoming a key requirement. Mobile devices,
mobile phones, PDAs etc. are considered as an essential tool in human being’s every-
day life. They are not only used for mere communication such as calling or sending
text messages; however, these devices are also used in applications such as internet-
ting, receiving and sending emails and storing (sensitive) documents. [6]. Security
can be approached by means of biometrics (face, iris or fingerprint) by exploiting
high resolution imaging sensors typically built-in on this class of devices, possibly
resulting in a ubiquitous platform to verify owner identity during any kind of trans-
action involving the exchange of sensible data. Face is probably the first biometric
proposed for person-authentication on mobile devices (Song-yi et al.[7]). Finger-
prints [8] have been also proposed to improve security of mobile devices. Biometric
characteristics represent an interesting choice in mobile device context because they
have the advantage that, unlike passwords, PINs, tokens etc., they cannot be stolen
or forgotten and they do not need to be typed, thus excluding the risk to be hacked.
Among the aforementioned biometrics, iris is known for its inherent invariance and
accuracy. The iris has been proposed as a highly reliable and stable biometric iden-
tifier for person authentication/recognition about two decades ago. Since then, most
work in the field has been focused on segmentation and matching algorithms able
to work on pictures of whole face or eye region typically captured at close distance,
while preserving recognition accuracy. However, only a few works explored this topic
on mobile devices.
The work presented in this thesis aims at proposing a comprehensive vision-based
method for iris authentication on mobiles by means of spatial histograms. Spatial
histograms consist of marginal distributions of an image over local patches and they
can preserve texture and shape information of an object simultaneously. Based on
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this observation, an experimental application on mobile platform (Android operat-
ing system) has been proposed and discussed in this thesis. Being a comparison of
histograms, the proposed recognition method based on spatial histogram matching
asks for a very low computational power. Thanks to its low computing load, it results
particularly suited to iris recognition applications on mobile devices. Preliminary
results confirm the validity of the proposal.
1.4 Organisation of the thesis
Covering different topics and in order to help the reader, here an overall view of
the contents of the document is provided. The current work of thesis consists of six
chapters, that are organised as follow:
I Chapters 2 3 4 relate to the tracking of the user’s point of view in Augmented
Reality applications. Respectively, the first chapter is an introduction to the
issues and describes a proposal for a cheap and efficient marker-based tracking
method. The second chapter focuses the attention on two case studies for
which a prototype AR application was designed and developed. The third
chapter presents a comprehensive and exhaustive formal analysis of advantages
and disadvantages of using the prototype systems in the selected case studies.
Conclusions and future directions are provided.
I Chapter 5 relates to a novel approach to iris recognition by means of spatial
histograms running on mobile platforms.
I Chapter 6 describes a contribution to an outdoor unconstrained video surveil-
lance system, in development at the SociaLab of the Universidade da Beira
Interior in Covilhã (Portugal). In particular, a computer-vision tracking is
proposed, illustrating the method and the preliminary results achieved.
Chapter 2
Tracking in Augmented Reality
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the problems related to the user’s tracking in augmented reality
applications are discussed. It is important to specify that this work of thesis does not
pretend to carefully cover the principles and the approaches of Augmented Reality
(AR) nowadays available in literature. AR has become really popular over the
years and a survey of current proposals and the state-of-the-art is not one of the
main focuses of this work. For this reason, the following section 2.2 serves just as an
introduction to the proposed study. The tracker will be carefully described in section
2.5. For a deep formal experimentation aimed at demonstrating the applicability of
the proposed approach in different contexts, refer to Chapter 4.
2.2 Augmented Reality systems
The most reliable definition of Augmented Reality dates back to the 1997 by Azuma
et al. who say that “Augmented reality (AR) is a variation of virtual environments
8
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(VE), or virtual reality as it is more commonly called. VE technologies completely
immerse a user inside a synthetic environment. While immersed, the user cannot
see the real world around him. In contrast, AR allows the user to see the real world,
with virtual objects superimposed upon or composited with the real world. Therefore,
AR supplements reality, rather than completely replacing it. Ideally, it would appear
to the user that the virtual and real objects coexisted in the same space”[9].
Behind this definition there are, indeed, many issues to address that make the aug-
mented reality a very hard solution to be implemented. Real time rendering, vi-
sualisation devices, tracking systems, occlusion, freedom of movements in wide 3D
space, wired vs wireless technology are just a small set of all hardware and software
aspects that impact on the success of a solution of augmented reality for a specific
purpose. Moreover, ergonomics and user friendliness are other two typical aspects
that influence the design of any AR applications. The application field also intro-
duces other constraints that imposes particular design choices rather than others.
Trying to summarize the main components that are crucial for the proper usage of
a solution based on augmented reality, these are the following:
1. the tracking method : it is in charge of tracking the point of view of the user in
the real space;
2. the visualisation device: that allows the user to see the augmenting virtual
contents;
3. the interaction paradigm: that allows the user to interact with the application.
Augmented reality has many applications. First used for military, industrial, and
medical applications, it has also been applied to commercial and entertainment ar-
eas. Archaeology [10] Architecture [11], Education [12], Gaming [13] and much more
have all studied over the years and several approaches have been proposed.
As anticipated, the visualisation device represents a crucial factor in every aug-
mented reality application. The user should see the real world (with the virtual
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contents added to the scene) as much as possible similar to the way he/she sees
through the eyes. In this context, a significant role is covered by the Head Mounted
Display (HMD). In figure 2.1 have been shown the state-of-the-art in terms of HMDs
available in the market or in developing stage. Compared to old devices, nowadays
they are able to provide a very wide field of view, little weight and a comfortable ex-
perience. Most of them feature CPU and storage resources that make them perfect
for unconstrained augmented reality solutions. Being a mere technological aspect, in
this work of thesis they only have been collected and briefly illustrated. Ergonomics
aspects aside, the technical specifications offered by the HMD do not significantly
affect the experimental study proposed in Chapter 4. For this reason here it is not
provided a focused comparison between them nor a discussion about the strengths
and weaknesses of each.
Realtime-rendering is nowadays made feasible by high performance CPU and
Figure 2.1: A collection of some of the most recent HMD available.
graphic card that are able to render virtual objects with an excellent level of realism.
For this reason, it is no more considered as a challenging aspect like happened in
the past. To this regard, it is important to make a clarification about the concept
of Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality (MR). Although they are often used like
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synonyms of each other, they relate to slight different contexts. When facing with
Augmented Reality, the challenge is to properly track the user’s point of view so
that the real scene can be augmented with virtual information (like labels, arrow,
signals and so on). In Mixed Reality, the goal is to render virtual objects that co-
exist with the real scene in such a way that they are indistinguishable from each
other. In this perspective, the computational power becomes a challenging aspect
that has seriously taken into account while designing an MR application. Since this
study relates to augmented reality, the processing power has been considered as a
negligible factor.
Conversely, the interaction paradigm is a particularly sensitive topic in augmented
reality[14]. In typical working environments, the user is free to move in a varyingly
wide space. In such scenario, common I/O devices, i.e., keyboard and mouse, do
not provide a sufficient level of freedom of movement to the user. New paradigms
have to be introduced when thinking at this aspect. In this work, as described in the
proper sections in chapter 3, different approaches were implemented. They consist
in optical finger-based interaction, gesture recognition as well as speech recognition
and synthesis.
Since tracking and registration are the most critical issues for AR applications[15],
this study started exactly from this aspect in order to quantitatively and qualita-
tively demonstrate if augmented reality solutions, featuring optical marker-based
tracker, can be efficiently adopted in operative scenarios. The sections that follow
explain in detail the optical tracking method developed during this work of thesis.
Details about the case study, the scenarios and the developed prototype are provided
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is completely focused on the experimentations conducted
in reasonable operative scenarios.
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2.2.1 Tracking methods and technologies
Accurate registration and tracking between computer-generated objects and real
world objects are the key challenges for developing an augmented reality applica-
tion. When a user moves his/her position/viewpoints, the virtual objects must
remain aligned with the position and orientation of real objects. According to a
categorization proposed by Zhou et al.[16], augmented reality tracking techniques
can be:
• sensor based : sensor based tracking techniques are based on sensors that are
placed in an environment. Active sensors are used in sensor based tracking,
which are then used to track the position of camera movement. Sensors may
be optical, magnetic, inertial, acoustic or ultrasonic. Each sensor has its own
advantages and disadvantages. The selection of a sensor depends on different
factors including accuracy, calibration, cost, environmental temperature and
pressure, range and resolution.
• vision based : vision based tracking techniques used image information to track
the position and orientation of a camera. In vision based tracking, computer
vision methods are used to calculate the camera pose relative to the real world
objects. Early vision based tracking used fiducial markers in prepared envi-
ronments. Currently, vision based tracking research is based on marker-less
augmented reality for tracking the proper physical positions.
• hybrid : Azuma et al. [9] described that none of existing techniques gives
complete solution for outdoor tracking, so hybrid tracking techniques have
been developed which combine several technologies.
Rabbi et al. presented a very exhaustive survey about the possible tracking tech-
nologies and methods used in augmented reality [17]. Despite the advances made in
augmented reality tracking, there are still some issues in this area that need to be
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overcome. The problem is involved in the modelling of complex 3D spatial models
and the organization of storage and querying of such data in spatial databases as
these databases need to change quite rapidly with real environment as real envi-
ronments are dynamic. Similarly, drastic motions often lead to tracking failure and
recovery is time consuming with a temporary loss of real-time tracking abilities.
Currently, no single tracking technique provides best solution for the orientation and
pose tracking in an unprepared environment. Sensor-based tracking sensors (i.e., op-
tical, magnetic, inertial, acoustic or ultrasonic) are often used. Optical tracking sen-
sors are sensitive to optical noise, occlusion, computationally very costly and slow.
Tracking is difficult in optical domain when multiple similar objects are present in
the scene. The magnetic sensors are disturbed in the presence of electronic devices
nearby. Magnetic tracking sensors also suffer in terms of jitter, accuracy degrades
when their distance increases from the source and are sensitive to electromagnetic
noise. The update rate for acoustic system is low as sound travels relatively slow.
The speed of sound in air can change due to the change of temperature or humidity
in the environment, which can affect the efficiency of the tracking system. In inertial
tracking system, problems can occur due to small friction between the axis of wheel
and bearing.
Marker based tracking can be used in indoor prepared environment. Due to the
limited range, marker-based tracking cannot be used in large scale outdoor environ-
ments. Model-based tracking extends the tracking range by using natural features
for tracking but these techniques lack robustness and have high computational cost.
Model-based tracking requires heavy computation for generating models of complex
environment.
Hybrid tracking provides a robust and accurate tracking but it is costly and involves
computational difficulties. Providing a fast and accurate tracking, with minimal
efforts in setup and low cost, is the main challenge in augmented reality systems.
Tracking in large factory that satisfies industrial demands is also another typical
issue as well as continuous tracking in wide-area workplace.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of different tracking sensors [17].
.
Sensor Tracking Accuracy Sensitivity Cost DOF Advantages Disadvantages









Acoustic Sensors Less Accurate Temperature
humidity
pressure
Cheap 3/6DOF No distorion Slow occlusion
Ultrasonic noise
Inertial sensors Accurate Friction Cheap 1/3 DOF No reference
No prepared environment
conservation error
Hybrid techniques Accurate Depend on sensor used Costly 6DOF Accurate and stable Depend on sensor used
According to what Rabbi et al. surveyed, it results that vision-based tracking is
the most active area of research in AR [16]. It benefits from the advantages of not
requiring expensive sensors to track the user’s point of view. Since 2000, improve-
ments in pattern-based tracking have opened to new paradigm of AR systems based
on the usage of fiducial markers to detect and track the point of view of the user
acquired by a camera. Hirokazu Kato, at the end of 1999, presented a complete
framework to design and develop augmented reality applications called ARToolkit
[18]. Since then, tracking approaches based on it and further improvements of the
framework, have been increasingly studied. In fact, it is possible to find in literature
a very large variety of proposals that are all based on the same idea of inferring the
position of the acquiring camera by detecting and recognising fiducial markers in
the scene. The approach proposed in this study relies on the just mention strategy
of using fiducial marker to augment the scene observed by the user. The focus was
on computer aiding system in augmented reality of which the section that follows
immediately after offers a general overview.
2.3 Computer-based aiding systems
Computer-based aiding systems supporting decisions and comprehension of prob-
lems have been studies since 1970s [19, 20]. Computer Aided Design(CAD) systems
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represent for sure the first attempts to help the work of designers by consciously us-
ing the limited computational power of computers available at that time. They ran
on very expensive workstations placing the engineer into a subordinate position by
the mere fact that his time is less valuable than that of a computer [21]. Nowadays,
the computational power of CPUs and video cards has incredibly grown making pos-
sible to render complex 3D models on real time with an impressive level of realism.
Over the years, virtual reality has gained an increasing attention due to its infinite
possibilities of simulating virtual worlds. The simulations can be so accurate to
be almost indistinguishable from the reality thus implying the applicability of such
methods to a broad range of applications. Literature is full of proposals in the field
of design and assembly [22–24], maintenance [25, 26], learning [27], medical sciences
[28–30] and for therapy [31, 32] just to mention a few. A significant implication of
virtual reality applications is the fact that the user loses any link to the real world.
Although this could be consider a negligible aspect, the truth is that it significantly
affects the efficacy of exploiting them. While learning something in a virtual envi-
ronment, the trainee does not realise sizes and weights of simulated objects as well as
the real feeling of working with them. Haptic sciences have been proposed to solve
this issue introducing the sense of touch in virtual simulations. The user can expe-
rience the physical contact with virtual objects receiving feedbacks from the virtual
world that are not just visual. In such context, industrial and medical field are the
most studied and investigated over the recent years. Khan et al. [33] presented a
quantitative and qualitative study of using haptics in industrial environments while
in [34, 35] have been proposed how to effectively reproduce haptic feedbacks in such
research area. Interacting and controlling robots with haptic feedbacks is another in-
teresting research field [36–38]. As just mentioned, medical simulated environments
[39, 40] are also an attractive field of research for haptic sciences. Simulation of clin-
ical breast [41], elbow spasticity [42] and clinical evaluation of colonoscopy [41] are
just few examples of proposals available in the literature. Haptic devices have been
considerably improved over the years but they suffer for the fact that human skin
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receptors have an incredible high sensitivity to vibrations that are almost impossible
to simulate.
Although virtual reality and haptic simulations represent effective solutions, which
address diverse critical problems, they can not entirely simulate the feelings that a
user experiences when interacting with real worlds and objects. This created the
right conditions to introduce the augmented reality as the technology to assist and
train users in several real working environments without asking him/her to wear
devices aimed at reproducing feelings of real world. Education and training are
stimulant research areas where augmented reality has been demonstrated helpful.
In a rapidly changing society where there is a great deal of available information and
knowledge, adopting and applying information at the right time and right place is
needed to main efficiency in both school and business settings. (Kangdon Lee [43]).
Santos et al. [44] surveyed 87 research articles covering the topics of augmented
reality learning experiences designed for pre-school, grade school and high school
education. They proposed a quantitative study of student performances based on an
effect size analysis(a quantitative meta-analysis method that measures the strength
of a phenomenon.[45]). By their analysis they obtained a mean effect size of 0.56 to
student performance. Although the result is rather limited, it must be taken into
account the variability of possible ways to use AR, as well as, differences in experi-
mental design. Quantitative analysis of augmented reality system is rather difficult
to perform due to the big number of variables to consider. This make also difficult
comparing own proposals with others in literature. Chapter 3 discusses in detail
this topic introducing and critically analysing the method proposed in this work of
thesis. Mau-Tsuen et al. [46] dealt with topics of physical-virtual immersion and
real-time interaction in augmented reality learning environments. Human-computer
communication in augmented reality often can not rely on common I/O devices (e.g.,
mouse and keyboard). When the assumption is that the user is free to move in a
working environment (and not sitting in front of a desktop platform) new interaction
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paradigms become necessary. During the work of thesis, this topic has been also cov-
ered by investigating on computer vision methods to resolve real/virtual occlusions
by hands [47] and providing finger tips detection and recognition to interact with
AR systems [48].
2.4 Tracker Intersense IS900
Before introducing the vision-based tracker proposed in this study, it is interesting
to briefly discuss the tracker Intersence IS900. It is an ultrasonic tracking system
consisting of some bars (called SonyStrip) that feature some ultrasonic microphones
(called SonyDisc). The Sonidisc are able to record the sounds transmitted by one or
more sensors worn by the user. By doing this, the system can track simultaneously
many body parts like the head, hands and feet. It is particularly suited for motion
capture and it offers a wide volume of coverage (which can be enlarged by adding
extra bars). In figure 2.2 is depicted the typical setting of this kind of system. At
Figure 2.2: A typical setup of a IS900 tracking system.
first stage of the work presented in this thesis, it was considered a very good solu-
tion for the considered application domains (more in industrial field rather than in
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telemedicine). Unfortunately, first attempts to use it for augmented reality applica-
tion revealed critical technological problems of such a tracking system. It must be
said that this system was designed and engineered for virtual reality applications.
This non-negligible consideration has a significant impact on the possibility of ex-
ploiting it for augmented reality purposes. In a typical VR scenario, the user loses
any reference with the real world. This implies that, even if the system produces a
little error in estimating the pose, the user can not realise the misalignment between
his/her current position and the position estimated by the system. In augmented
reality, any tracking error (even if really short) implies an improper visualisation
of the augmenting contents. Consequently, the user perceives the misalignment so
vanishing the effect that virtual and real co-exist in the same space, which is the
main goal of the augmented reality. During the preliminary test, the tracker IS900
has revealed to be non-sufficiently robust for the augmented reality requirements.
Tracking error of few centimeters in position estimation as well as 1 degree in rota-
tion estimation produced really poor results. In augmented reality scenarios, errors
in rotational estimation have a drammatic impact on the augmentation of the scene.
Looking at figure 2.3 and considering just α = 1 degree of error and a distance from
the observed (and augmented) point of d′ = 0.50metres and d′′ = 1metres, the
position of the augmented point (d tan(α)) appears shifted of 8 millimetres in the
first case and of 1.7 centimetres in the second case. An error of 8 millimetres can
be accepted when augmenting an outdoor environment where the level of precision
is not very strict. However, when the object to be augmented is full of features that
are really close to each other (like a panel of a device that is full of led indicators
and buttons) is not ensured that an error of 8 millimetres can be tolerated. Those
were the reasons that led to investigate on other tracking solutions, cheaper and non
strictly sensor-dependant. Taking into account the trends of augmented reality of
recent years [16], the immediate choice was investigating on computer vision meth-
ods that have the advantage of being supported by the most recent approaches and
algorithms, are customisable, versatile and, when carefully designed, easy to scale.
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Figure 2.3: The effect of error rotation estimation.
2.5 The proposed vision-based tracker
The vision-based tracking system proposed in this study was built around a known C
library for marker-based tracking called ARToolkit [49]. ARToolKit uses computer
vision techniques to calculate the real camera viewpoint relative to a real world
marker. It grants a high and real-time precise tracking even in poor light conditions
(by a proper setting of parameters). As for any other similar library, it is able to
track the user’s point of view until the camera correctly frames at least one marker.
If one marker is only partially framed, the system will not recognise it involving a
tracking fault. However, even problems like strong reflections, high camera noise,
extreme shadows and so on could determine a failure. To overcome these limitations
it is sufficient that the markers are printed on a low reflecting surface and avoiding
too bright perpendicular lights over them. By this way the tracking system results
more reliable. A marker (see figure 2.4) in ARToolkit is a special pattern (simply
printed on paper by common ink-jet printers) that is used to infer the position of
the camera in the real world.
A marker has its own specific rules that are:
1. a perfect square;
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Figure 2.4: A typical marker of Artoolkit and its properties.
Figure 2.5: Ambiguity of pose estimation in presence of symmetric markers. The
marker with the dark circle is completely symmetric making impossible to estimate
its current rotation (A). A non-symmetric marker ensure a proper estimation of
the pose regardless the perspective angle of view.
2. high contrast of the contours;
3. the pattern has to be asymmetric in order to prevent ambiguous pose estima-
tion (see figure 2.5);
4. if using more than one marker, the similarity between each possible pair of
them should be close to zero.
Once a marker is detected, the problem of projecting the position and rotation
of the marker in world coordinates to camera coordinates has to be solved. The
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transformation matrix Tcm that represents the relationship between the marker M
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Generally speaking, after thresholding of the input image, the regions whose out-
line contour can be fitted by four line segments are extracted. Parameters of these
four line segments and coordinates of the four vertices of the regions found from
the intersections of the line segments are stored for later processes. The regions are
normalized and the sub-image within the region is compared by template matching
with patterns that were given the system before to identify specific user ID markers.
The detected region, in camera coordinates, represents the location of the marker in
the 2D video frame. The problem is mapping these coordinates to the world coordi-
nates and it is done by calculating the transformation matrix Tcm. The problem of
getting the transformation matrix Tcm is achieved by a priori knowledge about the
distortion factors of the camera and its intrinsic and extrinsic parameters (obtained
by calibration algorithms, see AppendixB B).
The camera parameter consists of a perspective projection matrix and distortion
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where of f is the field of view of the camera, a is the aspect ratio, s is the skew
factor and the vector (x, y) represents the image center.
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Figure 2.6: The coordinates system of ARToolkit.
2.5.1 The workflow
The workflow of any ARToolkit-based tracking system (and for any marker-based
tracker in general) consists of the following steps (see figure 2.7):
1. First the live video image is turned into a binary (black or white) image based
on a lighting threshold value. This image is then searched for square regions.
2. ARToolKit finds all the squares in the binary image, many of which are not
the tracking markers.
3. For each square, the pattern inside the square is captured and matched again
some pre-trained pattern templates.
4. If there is a match, then ARToolKit has found one of the AR tracking markers.
ARToolKit then uses the known square size and pattern orientation to calculate
the position of the real video camera relative to the physical marker.
5. A 3x4 matrix is filled in with the video camera real world coordinates relative
to the card (see figure 2.6. For details, refer to Appendix A). This matrix
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is then used to set the position of the virtual camera coordinates. Since the
virtual and real camera coordinates are the same, the computer graphics that
are drawn precisely overlay the real marker.
Figure 2.7: The ARToolkit workflow.
2.5.2 The multi marker tracking
When the tracking is based on a single marker, its active tracking volume results
very narrow. Moreover, if the tracking reference point is completely balanced on
a single marker, the marker itself should be big enough to grant a good detection
and it must stay always visible in the field of view of the camera. In a desktop
environment, where the user does not make ample movements, it could be consid-
ered feasible using a single marker. However, if the user needs to interact with
the augmented environment, the probability of occlusions of the markers by user’s
hands is really high. This is the main reason that led this work of thesis to move
to a multi-marker approach where the user’s tracking does not exclusively depend
on a single marker but on two or more of them. This solution ensures a wider and
scalable coverage tracking volume. A set of different markers defines only a single
3D point (see figure 2.8). The relative disposition of each marker from the shared
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point is well-known. So, when at least one single marker of the entire set is framed,
the system is able to track the user. The multi-marker approach also impacts on
the tracking accuracy. When the system tracks only a marker the augmenting point
could result very unstable. But, if more than one marker contribute to the compu-
tation of a single augmenting point, this one will result more stable. That is due to
the fact that the estimation error computed on a single marker is averaged over the
estimations made for all correctly detected marker at each time. In this manner, the
average error results lower than the error on each single marker, thus making the
tracker more stable and accurate also reducing the effects of jittering. To ensure a
good quality of the tracking it is important that the cameras and the virtual coun-
terparts are correctly co-registered. A prior camera calibration (see appendix B B)
routine is provided by the Artoolkit and generally it is sufficient to prevent most of
the tracking inefficiency due to the camera lens distortions. However it could happen
that real and augmented objects do not appear correctly aligned even after the co-
registration step. For this reason the proposed system gives the user the possibility
to manipulate the tracking values by means of a specific calibration interface. It
allows the user to achieve a more accurate co-registration between the real camera
and its virtual counterpart in charge of render the required graphics. It is possi-
ble to manage the tracking values by adding displacements to the position/rotation
tracking values or changing the virtual camera FOV as well as to modify the marker
detection threshold. This task is done only at the first system start-up unless strong
changes in lighting which would lead to a different precision’s detection. As for other
low level system functions like this, the corresponding GUI is accessible by mouse
and keyboard.
During the experimentations (carefully described in Chapter 4)the adopted multi-
marker solution resulted very accurate with regard to positions. Even at long dis-
tances from the camera the computation of the position of any marker resulted very
stable. Instead for the rotation’s computation a significant amount of tracking fail-
ures have been observed. It has been observed that tracking failures happens when
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a rapid increasing in rotational velocity of the head is registered. Rotational velocity
of the head (and the related acceleration) can be really high instead of the trans-
lational velocities. However, high rotational speed happen for a very short amount
of time sometimes below the tenths of seconds. Although any consumer camera
does not provide sufficient refresh rate to face with such an issue, the really short
duration of such event makes possible to prevent the tracking failure by predicting
the possible position by a simple and fast damping function. The damping function
provides to damp the stronger peaks in rotation and also in the estimation of the
position when a tracking failure occurs. Moreover, it also reduce the phenomena of
jitter and vibrations that are typical in marker-based tracking because related to
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where variable k ∈ [0, 1] is a threshold that acts as damping factor. It has to be
choose carefully because if it is too close to zero the function would produce a high
perceived tracking latency.
2.5.3 Tracking issues
A well known problem of vision tracking is the control of lighting. Changing levels
of light and limited contrasts disable correct registration. The ARToolKit requires
relatively large black surfaces, which printed out with some laser printers tend to
reflect the light, giving highlights in the video image. Anyway, this problem can be
overcome by printing the markers on special surface that are able to reduce the prob-
lems of reflection of light. The problem of occlusion is considerably harder to face
with. Even though the method proposed in this work of thesis exploits an approach
based on multi-marker set, it does not entirely resolve the problem of occlusions.
Tags need to be fully within camera view to be detected. Thus occlusion by the
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Figure 2.8: A possible configuration of multi-marker set. Each markers contribute
the localisation of a common origin O(x,y) in marker coordinates.
interactors’ bodies or by stacking objects makes tagged objects virtually absent. If
one marker overlaps with another marker, the overlapped one will not be detected.
Furthermore the camera field determines the interaction space and limits it. Marker
tags need to be visible and thus may interfere with aesthetics and intuitive legibility
of objects. The looks of a tangible interface, ”simulated” with tags, often differ
from the intended product and may distract users and evaluators from the general
idea. The required tag size (for detection) also limits the smallness of registered
objects. And over time tags will deter, fade or get dirty, thus endangering long
term usage of tags (this is less of a problem when prototyping). While for large
devices optical markers and the camera may be hidden inside the device, this is not
possible for small devices (e.g. a handheld with many buttons). A disadvantage of
using the ARToolKit is that it only eases the registration process and the creation
of events. Interpretation of events and output of interaction (system response) must
be carefully implemented in standard programming languages, requiring some pro-
gramming experience. Necessary is also programming of basic position calculations.
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As it is used mostly for Augmented Real-ity, the toolkit eases detection of markers
and overlaying an image at the appropriate point in an AR display.
Camera lenses and distortion also represent another critical factor that impact on
the quality of the tracking provided. Using a camera with a narrow FOV ensures
that distortions in peripheral region of the image are relatively negligible but, con-
versely, it does not grant that a sufficient amount of markers are visible in the video
frame. On the other hand, using wide-view cameras resolve the problem of the vis-
ibility of the marker but wide-camera are affected, in general, by high distortion
factors. The resolution also play a key role. By using high resolution cameras it is
possible to significantly reduce the size of the markers in the scene but at the cost of
a higher computational cost needed to process the frame grabbed from the camera.
While designing the marker-based tracker presented in this work of thesis, all this
factors have been taken into account. Experiment results (discussed in section 4.1)
demonstrate that, though the issues related to the marker-based trackers, augmented
reality systems with vision-based user’s tracking are indeed a feasible solution that




Augmented reality has been exploited and demonstrated to be feasible in several
application contexts. In this thesis, two different fields are taken into account with
the main intention of assessing the adaptability of the tracking method proposed in
2.5.1. The first application field relates to a typical industrial scenario where a non-
skilled technician tries to maintain a complex industrial rack assisted by virtual aids
provided in augmented reality. The second scenario refers to telemedicine research
field where an augmented reality system was built around the proposed tracker and
used to support untrained users in performing an ECG test. Since the work of thesis
is focused on the tracking method, the benefits of exploiting augmented reality will
be evaluated in terms of accuracy of the tracker and the efficacy of completing some
tasks in a correct manner. Aspects strictly related to ergonomics or user-friendliness
of the systems are not considered, even if they play an important role in terms of ac-
ceptability in operational fields. For these reasons, only short subjective evaluation
about the proposed prototype is shown in this section. Conversely, a deep investi-
gation about the tracking system is discussed in Chapter 4. It provides a critical
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discussion about quantitative and qualitative evaluations thus showing advantages
and drawbacks of using an optical image-based tracker in augmented reality appli-
cations.
Following sections introduce the case studies considered during this work. An
overview is therefore proposed as well as a brief description of the architecture of
the systems. At the end of each of them, a short subjective evaluation is presented.
3.2 Servicing and repair for industrial equipment
Maintenance and repair operations represent an interesting and opportunity-filled
problem domain for the application of augmented reality. The majority of activities
in this domain are conducted by trained maintenance personnel applying established
procedures to documented designs in relatively static and predictable environments.
These procedures are typically organized into sequences of quantifiable tasks target-
ing a particular item in a specific location. These characteristics and others form a
well-defined design space, conducive to a variety of systems and technologies that
could assist a mechanic in performing maintenance.
In such a context, here is described how to exploit the optical tracker (discussed
in section 2.5) in the design of augmented reality applications tailored to industrial
requirements. The intention of the proposed prototype is assisting an untrained
technician in reducing the effort of performing large sequences of maintenance tasks
in complex systems. The proposed system exploits AR to enhance items localization
in ordinary maintenance sequences by means of context-based instructions, visual
aids, virtual labels, 2D and 3D graphics, and animated virtual tools (figure 3.1 shows
an example of augmented scene). The information is transformed to be visualized
onto the real world exploiting a tracked head-mounted display. Figure 3.1 shows an
industrial rack with some virtual augmenting visual aids that help the technician to
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understand the embedded equipment and how to interact with them during ordinary
maintenance procedures.
Figure 3.1: An example of augmenting an industrial equipment with a virtual
screwdriver that suggest the screws to be unmounted during a specific step of the
maintenance procedure.
3.2.1 Related works
Scientific literature presents a big number of studies covering the topic of augmented
reality applied to industrial contexts. In 2002, the project ARVIKA [50] fostered the
research and the development of AR technologies for production and service in the
automotive and aerospace industries, for power/process plants, for machine tools
and production gear. Klinker et al. [51] presented an AR system for the inspection
of power plants at Framatome ANP, while Shimoda et al. [52] presented an AR
solution in order to improve efficiency in nuclear power plants (NPP) maintenance
interventions and to reduce the risk of human error. Mendez et al. [53] developed
a virtual (AR based) filter to reveal hidden information that is behind an occluding
object, to enhance data of interest or to suppress distracting information. Penten-
rieder et al. [54] showed how to use AR in automotive design and manufacturing,
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to analyze interfering edges, plan production lines and workshops, compare variance
and verify parts. Still et al. [55] proposed an augmented reality system for aiding
field workers of utility companies in outdoor tasks such as maintenance, planning
or surveying of underground infrastructure, exploiting geographical information sys-
tem. More recently, De Crescenzio et al. [56] described AR based interfaces as
valuable tools in preventing manufacture errors in the aviation field. Whatever the
context considered, tracking precisely and reliably the user point of view (POV)
with respect to six degrees of freedom is of paramount importance for co-registering
virtual objects with the surrounding environment. Over the years different technolo-
gies have been proposed for this purpose (magnetic, ultrasonic, inertial, computer
vision based, hybrid, etc.), each with advantages and disadvantage. However, to this
date, none of them can be considered as a general solution, whereas each approach
can be suited to a particular domain (indoor/outdoor usage, small/wide/scalable
operating volume, presence/absence of ferromagnetic materials or electromagnetic
fields, etc.). Computer vision, in both the marker-based [52, 57] and marker-less
[58, 59] variants, is generally recognized as the only tracking methodology enabling
non-invasive, accurate and low cost co-registration between virtual and real [60]. For
this reason, the AR system used as test bed described in this study exploits a multi-
marker tracking method that resulted capable to deliver highly accurate and robust
tracking on the target environment featuring mission critical rack sized equipment
rich of small components and operating in the vicinity of strong electromagnetic
fields. Another relevant aspect to be considered concerning industrial AR applica-
tions is represented by the computing/visualization hardware required by the system
to operate. The growing diffusion of new-generation smartphones/tablets promise
to deliver cheaper and more usable [61] AR platforms [62, 63]. This is probably true
if the interaction is always mediated by the touch-screen, but when the interaction
also implies a contact with physical environment, the user is forced to hold the de-
vice with one hand while operating with the other hand behind the device’s screen.
In this case, a prolonged working session is likely to become a stressful experience.
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Concerning AR system evaluation in real world scenarios it is useful to remark that
although several AR application have been developed, most of them only aim at
demonstrating the feasibility of the approach in the field of interest and/or the sys-
tem performance in terms of tracking error or real-time operations. There are very
few rigorous experimental evaluations of such systems [64]. One reason for this lies
in the objective difficulties related to the typically more spatially-complex physical
environment in which AR systems can be applied: the users rarely just sit in front
of a PC; they can move from one place to another, they talk, they move parts of
their body in order to explore and interact [65]. Consequently, experiments have to
be carefully planned and implemented in order to avoid disturbances deriving from
users’ freedom of motion and interaction. Goldie et al [66] presented a formal study
for human way finding performance in traversing a maze. They compared the perfor-
mance of 20 participants supported by augmented reality map with a no augmented
environment. The authors verified that the participants involved traversed the maze
in AR treatment in an amount of time significantly shorter than in no augmented
treatment. The work by Henderson and Feiner [67] represents perhaps the most com-
plete and accurate experimental evaluation of a Augmented Reality system. They
involved six participants, recruited from a recent class of graduates, on an exper-
imental maintenance procedure of 18 elementary steps. The quantitative analysis
performed together with the interpretation of subjective answers to a questionnaire
provided to users allowed them to draw interesting conclusions about the feasibility
of their approach and the real advantages of AR over more traditional computer-
based aid systems. Quantitative analysis is particularly useful to objectively assess
AR system’s strengths and drawbacks but a good qualitative analysis can be also
helpful [68]. Wang and Dunston [69] also discuss the benefits of augmented reality
in collaborative design presenting a formal qualitative analysis based on NASA Task
Load Index [70]. Though the last mentioned studies provide a valuable insight of the
main advantages and issues related to AR technologies in a working context, they
have been conducted on a very small number of casual users rather than subjects
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with experience of real operations. This choice probably reduces the chances of a
negative bias in the evaluation (for an expert is common be accustomed to specific
well-established procedures), but it also reduces the value of the results achieved.
Starting from this analysis, two experimental trials and the test bed were designed
for testing the impact of AR-based maintenance in a real industrial scenario. In
this process, the lessons learned from the state of the art was exploited to select a
reliable set of quantitative and qualitative measurements to assess the maturity of
this technology.
3.2.2 Method
The schematic view of the proposed system is shown in figure 3.2. The proposed
architecture integrates precise multiple marker based tracking, two modalities for
scene augmentation and a not-instrumented finger based interface to provide effec-
tive and reliable visual aid during maintenance operations. It is designed around
three main components. The Augmented Reality Engine (MRE) is in charge of user’s
head tracking, scene augmentation/rendering and servicing procedures management.
The Finger Tracking module captures fingers position enabling the human-computer
interaction, while the Database contains the working environment setup, the virtual
contents and the maintenance procedures required for the system to work. To start
the assisted servicing procedure, the user has to wear a video-based see-through
HMD, a backpack enclosed notebook and a few fingertips caps required for contact-
less interaction.
A set of six 4x4 cm sized markers provides an optimal tracking coverage of approx-
imately 60x60x60 cm with an equivalent co-registration error within 2 mm, which
is below the size of most small parts. As the relative position of each marker with
respect to the absolute reference system is known, when more than one marker is
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Figure 3.2: The overall system architecture of the system prototype (top). An
example of human-computer interaction by fingertips tracker (bottom,left). An
example of diminished reality where the system deletes from the real scene rather
than adding virtual aids (bottom, right).
recognised each approximated estimate the position/orientation of the camera (rela-
tive to a particular marker) contributes in reducing the overall co-registration error
through a weighted average strategy based on the quality and number of visual fea-
tures recognised. To this regard it has to be remarked that the rotational component
of camera tracking has a greater impact on augmentation accuracy compared to the
positional component (for details refer to Chapter 4). In fact, even a degree of error
may produce a visible misalignment between virtual-to-real as the distance from the
tracked point increases. To minimize this effect the origin of absolute reference sys-
tem (respect to which is expressed the position of any virtual content) is deliberately
located in the geometric center of the marker-set to further reduce the rotation co-
registration error of all objects falling within it. Additionally, to reduce unwanted
camera shaking tracking data are smoothed by simple smoothing functions.
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3.3 Telemedicine supported by augmented reality
Telemedicine refers to the use of telecommunications and information technologies
for the delivery of medical services where is needed [71, 72]. For many applications,
the correct usage of medical device at the point of need is essential to provide an ap-
propriate service, but there are some practical situations that may require untrained
or inexpert people to interact with medical devices and patients. Some examples
are telemedicine services on transportation (e.g. aircraft [73–75], boats [76], trains,
etc.), application during military actions [77], on islands or remote areas [78, 79],
some emergency applications [80, 81], but also home care telemedicine supported by
family members [82–84], elderly care [85, 86], operators training and so on. In these
cases, untrained or improvised (but necessary) actors can, involuntarily, use medical
instruments in an inappropriate manner and/or make improper connection between
the patient and the medical device seriously invalidating the telemedicine service. In
these scenarios, tailored applications of Augmented Reality can offer a valid support
by guiding non-trained people to a correct usage of medical devices at the point of
need.
The objective of the case study explored in this work of thesis is the analytical as-
sessment of the benefits of exploiting augmented reality principles to estimate how
untrained users with limited or no knowledge can interact with an electrocardiogra-
phy (ECG) device and properly placing ECG electrodes on patient’s chest. In many
clinical activities, 12-lead electrocardiogram is an essential medical investigation. On
the other hand, it should carefully carried out. Misplaced ECG electrodes can cause
changes in ECG recordings, which could have an impact on clinical decisions [87].
Incorrect electrode cable connections, reversal of electrodes, inadequate placement
are common source of error (changes the true ECG morphology) and can conceal or
simulate different pathology such as, myocardial ischemia or infarction, arrhythmias,
ventricular hypertrophy [88–90](it is also worth mentioning that untrained service
providers are one of the key barriers to implementation of telemedicine services).
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Figure 3.3: The possible scenarios of usage of the proposed telemedicine proto-
type. The user wears the HMD and observes the ECG device. From the system
he/she receives visual and audio feedbacks to guide him/her during the setup (left).
The thorax of a real patient augmented of virtual aids to a proper placing of the
electrodes (right).
3.3.1 Related works
Recently, there is a growing interest about AR in medicine. The main applications
of AR are in the field of surgery, rehabilitation and teaching/training. Interventional
medicine, surgery [91, 92], laparoscopy and other procedures (e.g. needle biopsy [93])
can be assisted by integrating preoperative and intraoperative anatomic and func-
tional data improving the visual perception of the surgeon [62, 94–96]. Obviously,
surgery AR applications require very accurate registration and camera calibration
[97]. AR and virtual reality have long since found use in rehabilitation and partic-
ularly in neurorehabilitation, by guiding and aiding the patient to perform therapy
[98, 99]. Teaching and training of students or physicians can take great advantage by
AR, which can be further enriched with direct haptic and auditory feedback [100–
102]. Superimposition in real time of images from US, CT or MR scans can also
help in learning [62].
Compared to purely medical applications, there are only very few examples of AR
applications in telemedicine. Among them there are systems of virtual reality sup-
porting distance teaching of minimally invasive surgery and systems for interactive
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telemedicine in the operating theatre [103, 104]; some low-cost peripherals to support
telehealth, visualization, education and collaborative systems [105]; some applica-
tions of distance training for the restoration of motor function, supported by virtual
reality [106].
3.3.2 Method
The developed prototype guides the user to perform a predefined sequence of simple
tasks on the ECG device (e.g. connect cables, press buttons, check indicator lights,
etc.) and on the patient (e.g. connect electrodes in a specific position, etc.), driving
user’s attention step-by-step to the relevant item. A flow-chart of activities was
created to describe all possible sequences of simple tasks necessary to carry out an
electrocardiographic test using that particular ECG device. The developed AR ap-
plication drives the user to perform each predefined task by presenting text, graphics
and audio messages to him/her . Specifically designed sets of markers were attached
to the ECG device and to the patient: this allows the AR engine to evaluate on real-
time the 3D pose of these objects with respect to the user. This permits to indicate
or highlights a specific point or a part of the objects (e.g. a button to be pressed)
by superimposing opportune signs to the current scene. The operators worn a Head
Mounted Display (HMD) coupled to a webcam in order to see the virtual contents
that augment the current scene (future developments will involve the use of a single
Tablet or Smartphone). Figure 3.4 presents a general scheme of the proposed AR
application.
The Augmented Reality engine is in charge of user’s head tracking and scene augmen-
tation/rendering (for details about the tracking refer to section 2.5). A constellation
of three markers was associated to the ECG device and a different set of three to
the patient’s thorax (see figure 3.5. The portable ECG device considered in this ap-
plication was a Cardiette Microruler 12/1. The three markers were arranged in line
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Figure 3.4: The architecture of the prototype system developed in telemedicine
research.
Figure 3.5: The constellations of markers used to detect and track the point of
view of the user while working with the ECG device (left) and while placing the
electrodes on the patient’s thorax (right).
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and horizontally aligned, spaced from each other by 2 cm and attached to the top
of the front part of the ECG device. The geometrical localization of the following
parts of the ECG device was accurately measured with respect to central point of
the markers costellation (located in the geometrical center of the middle marker)
and then recorded in XML file: the main switch (placed on the left lateral side of
the device), the connector of the patient cable (placed on the right lateral side), all
the buttons (eight in total, placed on the main panel), all the LEDs (twelve in total,
placed on the main panel), the accessible parts of the chart printer (placed on the
main panel).
For the augmentation of the patient’s thorax, three markers were arranged on the
tips of a T-shaped structure. The T-structure was made flat and rigid, its horizon-
tal and vertical segment measured 10 cm (empirically chosen according the mean
size of adult’s thorax [107]). This structures was inspired by a well-known ideal
triangle (called Einthoven triangle [108]) that is considered as a reference point for
the proper positioning of eletrodes for ECG tests. The mentioned triangle and the
corresponding T-Structure markerset designed for this purposed are illustrated in
figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: The Einthoven triangle (left) and the markerset arranged on a T-
Structure specifically designed for the case study.
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The T-structure was applied with stickers onto the patient’s thorax, taking care to
align the vertical segment along the sternum and positioning the upper side of the
lower marker (corresponding in figure 3.5(right) to the marker with a plus sign) in
correspondence of the xiphoid process (the lower end of the sternum), which can be
easily recognizable by touching. The anatomical landmarks for the standard precor-
dial electrode positions were fixed in accordance with the current ECG international
standards [109]. The precordial electrode positions are: V1 and V2 at the fourth
intercostals space to the right and left sternal border, respectively; V4 at the fifth
left intercostal space in the mid-clavicular line; V3 midway between V2 and V4; and
V5 and V6 at the horizontal level of V4 in the anterior and midaxillary lines, respec-
tively. Coordinates x, y and z were obtained for each of the precordial electrodes
with respect to the reference system fixed to the T-shape marker set and oppor-
tunely coded in the XML file. The x-, y- and z-axis correspond to the latero-lateral,
cranial-caudal and dorsal-ventral patient’s anatomical axes, respectively (for details
refer to [110]).
3.4 Preliminary results
A subjective evaluation of the prototype systems was carried out to assess the level of
acceptability by the users. Before analysing the tracking method, it was considered
important to briefly assess the impact on potential users of the technological choices
proposed in this work. For this reason, 10 people in each case study was involved.
Participants were selected among those who did not have any previous knowledge
or experience of augmented reality applications and devices. Each participant was
asked to wear the HMD and was explained the intention of the testing session. After
a first approach with the system, was asked to perform a simple sequence of tasks
in augmented reality. At the end of each session a brief interview took place.
The main observations were that many participants reported a good confidence
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feeling during system’s usage. Some of them also reported an operational advantage
in performing the proposed tasks in terms of time required to accomplish them.
These very preliminary results did not represent a strict evaluation of the efficacy
of using augmented reality principles in the selected case studies. However, they
represented an encouraging starting point that made reasonable to start a deep
investigation about one of the first issues to address in augmented reality, that is the
tracker. As mentioned in the outline section 3.1, the main objective of subjective
analysis proposed here was motivating a deeper investigation on such field. The
critical and formal analysis provided for the tracking system in Chapter 4 represents,
in fact, the attempt of demonstrating how a robust and reliable tracking system can
dramatically impact on users performance and the acceptability of a fully functional
augmented reality system.
Personal contributions
Parts of the topics and experimental results discussed in this chapter are from the following
research papers of which I am co-author:
1. Augmented reality aided maintenance for industrial applications. In Eurographics
Italian Chapter Conference[111]
2. Biometrics Empowered Ambient Intelligence Environment. In Accademia Peloritana
Dei Pericolanti Journal. (in course of publication)[112].
3. Photorealistic Virtual Exploration of an Archaeological Site. Accademia Peloritana
Dei Pericolanti Journal (in course of publication)[113].
4. An image based approach to hand occlusions in mixed reality environments. In Vir-
tual, Augmented and Mixed Reality. Designing and Developing Virtual and Augmented
Environments, Springer.[47]
5. Mixed reality environment for mission critical systems servicing and repair. In Virtual,
Augmented and Mixed Reality. Systems and Applications.Springer [48].
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6. Telemedicine supported by augmented reality: an interactive guide for untrained peo-
ple in performing an ecg test. Biomedical engineering online[110].
7. Raffaele Vertucci, Fabio Narducci. Mixed Reality in Advanced Maintenance and Lo-




It has been proved that augmented reality can be means of enhancing, motivating
and stimulating learners understanding of certain events [114]. However, this consid-
eration cannot be separated from well-known AR drawbacks, e.g., the limited field of
view, the cameras, the displays resolutions and the weight of the HMD, which may
have a significant negative impact on the usability of the whole system. Objectively
assess all variables that impact on the success of an augmented reality application
is a non-trivial task. Advantages and disadvantages of augmented reality could be
related to a big amount of factors. Just to mention a few of them, the reliability
of the tracker, the interaction paradigm, the rendering of virtual objects, the video
resolution of the adopted visualization system, the ergonomic and much more are
all involved when evaluating the benefits of augmented reality in a specific operative
context.
Considering these issues, it is rather difficult to investigate on each of those factors
and then making the proper associations to infer dependencies and draw final con-
clusions. Therefore, this work focuses the attention on how to estimate and formally
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quantify the benefits of implementing AR systems based on the proposed optical
tracker (described in section 2.5) in the selected case studies described in Chapter3.
The experiments were designed in order to answer this questions:
• Is the optical tracker able to efficiently detect and track the point of view of
the user?
• Can augmented reality approach be adopted in the selected case study?
• Does the augmented reality prototype improve user’s performance?
• Is it possible to quantify the effort made by users by observing their behaviour
while working?
4.2 Testing design and settings
In the previous section the main objectives of the experimentation have been in-
troduced. However, at this point is important to make a consideration about the
differences of the case studies and the typical user profiles. In the telemedicine con-
text, the user is asked to work with an ECG device as well as to place six electrodes
on human chest. It can be reasonably assumed that the whole interaction (and then
the testing session) is carried by the user while sitting on a chair. This significantly
limits the range of movement of the user, consequently relaxing the constraints for
the tracker. In the industrial case study the user is supposed to stand in front of a
rack, like in normal maintenance operation happens. This condition introduces new
difficulties in terms of accuracy and robustness expected from the tracking method.
The experimental sessions were designed keeping in mind these aspects. Therefore,
two testing environments where designed aimed at analysing different aspects, that
is one for telemedicine and the second one for the industrial case study. In both
cases, participants to the tests were selected among people who did not take part to
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any kind of similar experimentation before and with no previous knowledge about
the kind of operations to perform. This assumptions ensures that the skills of the
participants about one or more topics covered during the experimentation can not
affect in any way the analysis of the results obtained.
4.3 Telemedicine prototype
Two separated experimental tests were designed: the first on a life-size mannequin
and the second on a real patient. The experimental tests were carried out involving
two groups of 10 people each (14 men and 6 women in total, mean age of 31.3 and
median age of 30.5) with no medical expertise, no experience of ECG test and who
never used an ECG device. At each tester was asked to wear the HMD (a Silicon
Micro Display ST1080 featuring a Logitech C910 webcam) and, after familiarizing
with the system for few minutes, the experimental trial was started. The first group
of 10 people carried out complete ECG recordings interacting with the ECG device
and placing electrodes on the mannequin. The second test was performed on a
volunteer, male adult acting as patient who lay supine on a table and breathed
normally to resemble a practical case. Similarly, the second group of 10 untrained
people was asked to perform complete ECG recordings only supported by the AR
application.
The ability of performing the required operations, the time necessary to complete the
ECG recording, the positioning errors of the electrodes and the user’s judgement were
collected for all testers. In particular, the three spatial components of the distance
between an expected (true) location of an electrode and its actual placement were
recorded as the error committed by the untrained user. This information was used
to quantitatively assess the efficacy and the clinical acceptability of the developed
AR application as well as the precision of the proposed tracker.
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4.3.1 Positioning errors for precordial electrodes
Bar plots in figure 4.1 show the averages and standard deviations of the X, Y and
Z components of errors (computed on all testers) in placement of the precordial
electrodes on the mannequin (figure 4.1(left)) and patient’s chest (figure 4.1(right)).
Averages can be considered as an indication of the accuracy, while standard devi-
ations as a measure of the precision (repeatability) achieved during the trials. In
addition and in a more concise way, table 4.1 reports errors measured as distance
between the expected and the occurred position for each of the precordial electrodes
V1-V6. The average, standard deviation and maximum of these displacement errors
are available for both tests (mannequin and real patient).
Figure 4.1: Averages (bars) and Standard Deviations (segments) of the errors
(distance from the expected location reported in centimetres for each of the x,
y and z axes of the space) in the placement of the precordial electrodes on the
mannequin (left) and on the patient’s chest (right) by the ten untrained users. V1,
V2, V3, V4, V5 and V6 are the six precordial locations.
For the first test, the average errors in electrode positioning on the mannequin re-
sulted less than or equal to 3 mm, while the standard deviation less than 5 mm.
Involvement of the real patient instead of the mannequin led to a slight increase
of the errors committed. This can be reasonably due to thorax motion caused by
breathing or other little movements of the patient. Nevertheless, even in the test
of the real patient the mispositioning of the electrodes resulted less than 7 mm on
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Table 4.1: Positioning errors for precordial electrodes
Test V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
Mannequin Average error [cm] 0.30 0.18 0.23 0.24 0.22 0.27
SD of the error [cm] 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.19 0.11 0.41
Max error [cm] 0.45 0.40 0.45 0.54 0.41 1.42
Patient Average error [cm] 0.40 0.27 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.69
SD of the error [cm] 0.7 0.20 0.20 0.22 0.18 0.28
Max error [cm] 0.50 0.73 0.78 0.81 0.79 1.56
Average, standard deviation and maximum of the displacement errors done by the ten users
of the developed AR application in placing precordial electrodes (V1-V6) during the tests
on mannequin and real patient. All data are expressed in centimeters. The displacement
errors were computed as the square root of the sum of the square of the three Cartesian
components (x, y, and z) of the displacement vector.
average and reached a maximum of 16 mm on V6, these data support the effective-
ness of the AR procedure and the clinical acceptability of the recorded ECG. As a
matter of fact, electrode malposition exceeding 25 mm is associated with potentially
significant ECG changes [87]. Taking into account this threshold value and observ-
ing the results achieved during both tests, the average errors in electrode positioning
resulted reasonably acceptable and comparable with placement errors usually made
by technicians and nurses in an emergency care department [115]. This supports the
clinical validity of the acquired ECG waveforms by means of the developed AR sys-
tem. It is worth noting that in both tests only for V5 and V6 significant variations
of positioning were registered on the z-axis. This is inherent to the specific positions
of these two electrodes and their relative positioning with respect to the markers on
the thorax. When the user directs his gaze towards V5 or V6, the plane on which
lies the marker (x- and y-axes represented in figure 4.2(d)) results significantly an-
gled and then the 3D pose errors increase [116] . This mainly occurs because of the
natural curvature of the human thorax. Indeed, many studies have shown that the
accuracy of positioning virtual object on the real scene mainly depends on camera
distance and viewing angle with respect to the markers and also on other factors
(e.g. size of the marker, focal length, field of view, pixel resolution, etc).




Figure 4.2: Examples of augmented real scenes: the power button of the ECG
device is surrounded by a light green rectangle, while audio and text invite the user
to press it (a); a little red spot indicates the LED to be checked by the users (b);
the location of the V3 precordial electrode on the mannequin is highlighted with
a red circle (c); the location of the V6 precordial electrode is highlighted with a
red circle (d) please note the inclination with respect to the plane of the markers;
the location of the V3 precordial electrode on a real patient is highlighted with a
red circle (e); placement of the V5 precordial electrode on the patient’s thorax, the
location of V5 is highlighted with a red circle (f).
The execution time over both tests was on average of 8 minutes (including 3 min-
utes of ECG recording in the automatic mode) that can be considered acceptable
for practical purposes.
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4.4 Industrial prototype
The objective of this study is to objectively assess the advantages and disadvantages
of Augmented Reality applied to the field of industrial maintenance and training.
To this aim, the AR prototype was compared to the most common way of perform-
ing maintenance, i.e. consulting technical manuals. The research was focused on
engineers, selected among specialized technicians and not, in the field of naval or
land systems. All potential participants were firstly screened by a simple interview
to understand their level of confidence in AR environments, computer-aided sys-
tems and industrial maintenance procedures. In order to provide a fair comparison
between the two experiments, we discarded all engineers who had a significant expe-
rience of AR systems as well as the maintenance experts. This “recruiting” process
gave us the opportunity to consciously select 40 participants. An important aspect
common in comparative testing that is worth to note, is the common finding of im-
proved user performance in the second treatment, independently from the intrinsic
difficulties faced in first one. For this reason, rather than involving all participants
to both testing sessions, they were properly divided into two groups. Twenty users
were asked to perform twelve common maintenance steps using the proposed AR
environment (see table 4.2).
The other twenty users were asked to perform the same sequence of tasks aided
by a conventional electronic manual. Each participant was also asked to respond
to a NASA TLX (Task Load IndeX [70]) questionnaire in order to have a further
feedback on the easy of use of the prototype as well as an estimation of the effort to
accomplish the required sequence of tasks.
The sequence of steps involved in the experiments was randomly built from a set
of elementary tasks among the most typical in maintenance procedures. The list of
twelve tasks and their order in the testing procedure. Figure 4.3 shows the industrial
rack on which the testing sessions were performed and the points of interests of each
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Table 4.2: List of elementaty tasks of the testing maintenance procedure
Task Description
T1 Unscrew four fixing screws
T2 Check if led is ON
T3 Unplug the 41 pins connector
T4 Check is led if OFF
T5 Change the state of the switch
T6 Screw four fixing screws
T7 Change the state of the switch
T8 Plug the 41 pins connector
T9 Unscrew two fixing screws
T10 Change the state of the switch
T11 Check if led is ON and if it is yellow
T12 Screw two fixing screws
task considered. Concerning the order of execution of maintenance steps, it is worth
to note that the selected sequence is built of random steps with no any correlation to
each other. In other words, it was chosen to do not simulate any known maintenance
procedure. Although most of the participants to the experiments had no particu-
lar prior knowledge about maintenance, they were engineers in the field of naval or
land systems. Thus, choosing a random sequence of elementary maintenance steps
ensures that no memory effect on maintenance procedures can affect the statistical
significance of the results. The same procedure was used in both experiments in
order to allow a fair comparison and to easily discuss the obtained results.
After choosing the target users and defining the testing maintenance procedure, it
was defined the experimental trials in both treatments and how to collect data to be
statistically analysed. To this purpose, each experimental session has been divided
into four main steps.
1. Introduction to the test. As remarked before, each partic-ipant took part in
only one treatment. In order to put them at ease, we informed all participants
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Figure 4.3: Front panel of the rack involved in the experiments. Each label shows
the point of interest of the corresponding task described in table 4.2.
in both treat-ments about the purposes of the testing and the challenges to face
with. No details were revealed about the kind of data collected during the test
to avoid the risk of participants performing the requested tasks in a biased
manner, affecting the significance of the data captured and their statistical
significance.
2. Training session. After introducing the purpose of the test session, the par-
ticipant was invited to perform a typical step of maintenance not related to
the real testing procedure. For what concerns the AR experiment, all subjects
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were invited to wear the HMD equipped with tracking camera and earphones
and to explore the system and the user-machine interface provided. In ExpTM
treatment, to be able to track movements of the head, we asked all subjects
to wear a non-obtrusive cap including the same camera user for image-based
tracking in AR treatment. In both experiments we also gave the opportunity
to briefly examine the rack and the related tools.
3. Experiment. During each testing session, the system collected two types of
data: 6DOF data from the image-based head tracking and the completion
time of each maintenance step. All users in both experiments were standing in
front of the rack, were free to look around and to interact with the environment
in the preferred way. A synthesized speech accompanied the current task for a
more involving experience. From the beginning to the end of each test, none of
the participants was helped in any way. They were left alone, observing their
behavior from a proper distance.
4. Questionnaire and Discussion. After the testing ses-sion, the subjects were
asked to complete the NASA TLX rating questionnaire. Moreover, all partic-
ipants were free to express doubts or recommendations to improve the system
tested during a de-briefing session that followed each trial.
4.4.1 Data post-processing
Once that testing sessions were completed, a statistical comparison was performed.
To achieve a fair analysis, tracking data were post-processed by normalising them
and filtering out misleading captures due to unforeseen events. In the following lines,
the most relevant issues arisen during experiments and the counter measures adopted
are briefly reported. The webcam used for optical tracking captures the scene at
30 fps. Although this is a reasonably good capturing frequency, it cannot ensure
sharp capture of images during rapid movements, particularly for brief and quick
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rotations on pitch and yaw axes, which are much more common for the head than
horizontal/vertical translations. The consequences of this hardware constraint is,
possibly, a visible image blurring that compromise markers detection and therefore
tracking reliability. To cope with this issue, rapid tracking failures were annotated.
By analysing users’ movement records, we noted that the average duration of these
tracking failures was below 0.5 seconds. In these cases, a linear interpolation resulted
to be effective to restore motion continuity. Another kind of less frequent tracking
failures were reported whenever participants moved sideways with respect to the
working area and the marker set, leading the camera-to-markers line of sight close
to be tangential to the marker plane. In these rare occasions were reported tracking
failures for a few seconds up to 15 seconds with isolated groups of valid tracking
samples. In this case, considering the wider time window, valid tracking samples
were used as anchors for a spline interpolation of the motion curve. Concerning the
measurement of completion time for each step of the procedure, this was computed
considering the time lapse from the beginning of the current task to the system sig-
nalling the user to proceed to the next step. In a not negligible number of instances,
vocal commands were not pronounced loud enough by the user. In these cases, the
system asked them to repeat the command one or even two more times to progress
in the procedure. In other rare instances, participants forgot the vocal command
required to go on. Since the main focus of the study is not on the usability of the
human-computer interface, the impact of this aspect was filtered from tracking data
as well as from the completion time measurement.
Even though all subjects were monitored at a distance, some of them sometimes let
the screwdriver drop while trying to tighten or loosen a screw. In such occasions,
in order to do not significantly alter the data recorded, the participant was helped
collecting the tool from the ground and providing to properly cut the time spent and
the useless movements in the meanwhile from the time of completion for that step
and from the tracking data. Finally, the presence of one outlier in both treatments
implied a reduction of the populations thus leading each to 19 samples for a total
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number of 38 participants (instead of the initial number of forty selected partici-
pants).
The first treatment, that for the sake of brevity will be referred as ExpAR (exper-
iment in augmented reality) in the rest of the discussion, consisted in performing
the testing maintenance procedure by means of the augmented reality visual and
audio aids. The subjects involved in this treatment experimented an augmented
view of the scene by means of labels, graphics and virtual tool co-registered to the
real objects helping them to quickly localise the intervention point. The second
treatment, which from now on will be in the rest of this study will be shorten in Ex-
pTM (experiment with technical manual), refers to the trials in which the subjects
were asked to perform the testing maintenance sequence by following instructions
displayed on a computer monitor, positioned beside the working area and showing a
step-by-step guide to the procedure based on the technical manual. To this regard,
the disparity between the nature of augmented reality visual aids and the graphical
layout of a conventional manual was taken into account. In order to reduce this gap,
the contents to be shown on the support monitor for ExpTM was designed adopting
a layout close the one featured by the augmenting contents in ExpAR. This ensured
a fairer comparison between the two experiments in terms of understanding of the
procedure and identification of the element on which operating.
4.4.2 Task completion timing
A two-tailed Student test was performed on total completion times for each par-
ticipant between the two treatments. Before performing the t-test, it was firstly
checked if the populations were normally distributed in the treatments by running
a Shapiro-Wilk [117] test on both of them. Recalling that the null hypothesis H0
of the test is that the population is normally distributed, with a criterion of sig-
nificance of α = 0.05 the p-value was 0.1003 in ExpAR and 0.1741 in ExpTM.
This result allowed to accept the null hypothesis, namely, that both populations
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were normally distributed. This result also allowed to perform the t-test on total
completion times with the null hypothesis H0: there is no significant difference in
terms of completion times for the two treatments. Using α = 0.05 as criterion of
significance, the statistical test allowed to discard the null hypothesis. In other
words, there was a significant difference in total completion times between the treat-
ments ( |T0| = | − 4.3407| > T(0.025,36) = 2.0281, p = 0.0001). The boxplot in
figure 4.4 shows that mean completion times in ExpAR are shorter than in Ex-
pTM. This finding is also confirmed by performing a one-tailed t-test where null
Figure 4.4: Completion time for ExpAR and ExpTM treatments.
hypothesis H0 is that the mean time of completion in ExpAR is not significantly
shorter than in ExpTM. Using α = 0.05 as criterion of significance, H0 was rejected
( T0 = −4.3407 < T(0.05,36) = 1.6883, p = 5e
−5  0.05) proving that subjects in
ExpAR completed the procedure in a time significantly faster than in ExpTM (mean
time in ExpAR is 82.67% of mean time in ExpTM).
During the experimental trials all completion times were recorder of each step of
the testing procedure. Although the statistical result confirmed a reduction of com-
pletion time for the procedure in ExpAR compared to ExpTM treatment, a deeper
statistical study on completion times per single task was performed. This allowed to
draw some considerations about what kind of maintenance tasks were more difficult
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to perform in ExpAR. Not all maintenance tasks had the same level of interaction,
as locating a led is different than unscrewing a component. During ExpAR trials
indeed, most of the subjects experienced evident difficulties in all operations involv-
ing the use of a screwdriver. In order to objectively evaluating this aspect, both
two-tailed and one-tailed Mann-Whitney test [118] were performed. This kind of
statistical test was preferred to the Student test because, according to results of
Shapiro-Wilk test, most of the populations were not normally distributed. In table
4.3 are summarized the results obtained by the Mann-Whitney test on completion
times per single task between the two treatments. In gray are underlined all tasks
for which the p-value was higher than the significance threshold of 0.05. By looking
more closely, all tasks that passed the two-tailed test also allowed to reject the null
hypothesis in the corresponding one-tailed test with H0: the mean completion times
in ExpAR is significantly less than that in ExpTM. This ensures that for these tasks,
subjects in ExpAR reported a mean time of completion smaller than that in ExpTM.
In particular for task T10, a value of W = 0 tells that all participants in ExpAR
completed the task in an amount of time shorter than all subjects in ExpTM. Con-
cerning tasks for which the test failed (i.e., T1, T6, T8, T9, T12), it looks evident that
all of them required a kind of interaction that suffered from the vision through the
HMD in ExpAR (also confirmed by results of interviews reported in section 4.4.4.
The problem of aiming and properly pointing the tip of the screwdriver at the screw
slot is strongly hardware-dependent. The possible causes of this problem are:
1. the lack of confidence with AR environments;
2. the webcam resolution that should be enhanced;
3. the lack of stereoscopic vision that affects movements coordination and dis-
tances perception.
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Table 4.3: Mann-Whitney test on completion times per single task
Index Description Two-tailed One-tailed
T1 Unscrew W = 107
p=0.1754 p=0.0877
T2 Check led W = 20
p=3e-06 p=1.5e-06
T3 Unplug W = 82
p=0.0042 p=0.0021
T4 Check led W = 20
p=1.5e-07 p=7.7e-08
T5 Change switch state W = 74
p=0.0014 p=0.0007
T6 Screw W = 178.5
p=0.9651 p=0.4825
T7 Change switch state W = 55
p=0.0001 p=6.1e-05
T8 Plug W = 220
p=0.2582 p=0.8770
T9 Unscrew W = 230
p=0.1542 p=0.9271
T10 Change switch state W = 0
p=1.5e-07 p=7.3e-08
T11 Check led W = 95
p=0.0119 p=0.0059
T12 Screw W = 218
p=0.2836 p=0.8646
4.4.3 Analysis of Motion
All subjects in both treatments were standing in front of the rack and were free to
make every kind of movement. Even though this decision impacted on the conti-
nuity of data tracking, it gave to each user the possibility of behaving in the most
natural way. After correcting short tracking failures due to this choice (as described
in section 4.4.1) some processing on the head tracking data was performed to draw
conclusions on aspects related to translational and rotational components. Firstly,
the movements performed by each participant in terms of head translations were
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analysed. The combined plot in Figure 4.5 shows the average movements of each
(referred to the head) for the three axes in ExpAR and ExpTM. The black curve
shows the mean movement on each axis among all users. Comparing the sideways
user movements (X axis), recorded in both treatments, it can be easily noted a rele-
vant difference between the average values. Subjects in expAR treatment exhibited
a more stationary behaviour, standing in front of the rack for most of the time.
Participants in ExpTM, instead, exhibited a much wider range of movement, mainly
due to the need of consulting the electronic manual placed beside the working area.
This is also confirmed by the different mean standard deviation values among both
treatments, that is 8.21 for ExpAR and 12.86 in ExpTM, a value 1.56 times the
former one. It should be taken into account that the post-processing of the tracking
data was also performed in order to reduce this gap between the treatments. This
means that the range of movement in ExpTM is even bigger than that sampled and
showed in the figures. Concerning the movements recorded on Y-axis (normalised
according to the mean height of subjects) a similar behaviour in both treatments
was observed. In this case, mean standard deviation values are 5.30 and 4.16 for
ExpAR and ExpTM respectively (standard deviation for ExpAR is 1.27 times the
value measured for ExpTM). This result is not surprising, since the test did not ask
participants to kneel down during none of the tasks of the procedure. The reduced
field of view experimented through the HMD, could explain the slightly higher mean
standard deviation in expAR compared to ExpTM as well as for movements on Z
axis. Similar results have been found by analysing backward/forward movements (Z
axis). Here again users were more stationary in ExpTM than in ExpAR, likely be-
cause they performed the procedure without wearing any visualization device. The
wider field of view of human eyes allowed subjects to look the entire rack without
moving backward/forward. In fact, even in this case the mean standard deviation of
all participants is 9.40 in ExpAR compared to 7.52 in ExpTM (standard deviation
for ExpAR is 1.24 times the value measured for ExpTM).
Translational components of captured data enable a significant comparison among
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(a) Mean X Translation Movements in ExpAR and ExpTM treatments (position in cm)
(b) Mean Y Translation Movements in ExpAR and ExpTM treatments (position in cm)
(c) Mean Z Translation Movements in ExpAR and ExpTM treatments (position in cm)
Figure 4.5: Aggregated plots of mean users’ movements on each translational
axis. Each pair of plots shows participants’ movements in ExpAR treatment (top)
and in ExpTM treatment (bottom) on XYZ axes respectively.
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the dynamic behaviours of all subjects in both treatments. Performing a similar
analysis solely on the rotational component would be rather misleading, indeed.
However, by combining rotational and translational components of head tracking, it
is possible to infer an approximated estimation of the user’s attention. Of course,
this kind of analysis does not take into account the movements of eyes (an eye
tracker would provide a finer estimation of the users’ fixation points). Since not
focused on a precise study of the point observed did not, this approach has proved
to be meaningful enough to the selected case studies. In figure 4.6 a unified plot
per each treatment illustrates how much the observed point on the rack changes in
ExpAR compared to ExpTM. In each plot all subjects’ behaviour were overlapped
per treatment. Therefore, dense regions in the plot mean that most of the partic-
Figure 4.6: Normalized plots of mean observed point during maintenance proce-
dure in ExpAR treatment (left) and in ExpTM treatment (right). By observing
these plots, it looks evident that the observed point in ExpR is well confined in
the servicing region on the rack, while participants’ dynamic behaviour in ExpTM
treatment is characterized by much more ample motions on the X axis (movements
from left to right and vice versa).
ipants concentrate their attention in that area. In the former, we can see that the
attention is mainly focused on the center of the rack. Ignoring extreme and repeated
movements on left and right beyond the rack surface (due to the need of understand-
ing the maintenance step to perform), the high density in the middle of the rack in
ExpTM is a clear indication of a big amount of pass with the look compared to the
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most controlled behaviour in ExpAR.
The aspects just discussed so far serve as an introduction to the analysis of transla-
tional/rotational velocity and the length of the estimated path covered by sight in
the two treatments. Movement analysis is useful to infer some considerations about
the behaviour of all subjects during the maintenance procedure in both treatments.
Velocity analysis, instead, includes a higher power of expression because it allows
drawing assumptions on physical and mental demand with the increasing of the
time needed to perform the maintenance task. Considering that tracking data was
recorded as well as the time needed to complete every single task of the testing pro-
cedure, linear and angular velocities were approximately estimated by dividing the
space covered in each pair of consecutive samples for the elapsed time. In figures
4.7 and 4.8 the computed velocities are shown by means of density plots that help
to better understand the mean velocity peak in each treatment per translation or
rotation axis and the distribution around that peak. By observing each pair of den-
sity plots, it is possible to note a similar mean velocity on translational Y-axis and
on pitch rotation in ExpAR and ExpTM treatments. On others, the mean velocity
in ExpAR is always lower than the corresponding in ExpTM. To evaluate if all ob-
served velocities were non-statistically significant, a distinct running of a two-tailed
Student-test per pair of observation between two treatments was performed. Before
showing the results of the different running of the test, it results useful to remem-
ber the critical value of the t-distribution calculated according to the probability of
α = 0.05 and 36 as degree of freedom that is T(0.025, 36) = 2.0281. Starting from
the observation made on the mean translational velocity on Y-axis and the mean
pitch rotational velocity, two different running of a t-test with the null hypothesis
that there is not a significant difference in mean velocity between both treatments
was performed. Using α = 0.05 as significance criterion, in both cases the null
hypothesis was accepted with p = 0.4903 (T0 = | − 0.6969| < 2.0281) for Y trans-
lational velocity and p = 0.2610 (T0 = |1.1419| < 2.0281) for pitch velocity. The
first result is not really surprising. Since the testing procedure in both treatments
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Mean X Translation velocity (cm/s)
Mean Y Translation velocity (cm/s)
Mean Z Translation velocity (cm/s)
Figure 4.7: Density plots of mean movement velocity in both treatments (Ex-
pAR on the left and ExpTM on the right). By observing each pair of plots, the
most significant differences in mean value of velocity is related to the translational
velocity on X-axis.
did not ask participants to kneel down, the insignificance between translational Y
velocity confirmed the observation already made. Subjects in both treatments did
not perform significant movement on Y-axis during the whole session. As expected,
this produced the same results in terms of insignificance of velocity on that axis.
The non-significance of pitch rotations also confirmed the observation made above
about the difference between the two treatments concerning the visualization sys-
tem. In ExpAR the augmenting contents displayed on the HMD helped participants
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Mean Pitch rotation velocity (deg/s)
Mean Yaw rotation velocity (deg/s)
Mean Roll rotation velocity (deg/s)
Figure 4.8: Density plots of mean rotation velocity in both treatments (ExpAR
on the left and ExpTM on the right). By observing each pair of plots, the most
significant differences in mean value of velocity is related to the rotational velocity
on Y-axis.
to immediately localise the point of interest asking negligible pitch rotation of the
head. In ExpTM, the wide natural field of view of the eyes allowed subjects to
localise each point of intervention without performing pitch rotations by the head
but simply looking up/down by the eyes. In all other cases, the results of the t-test
allowed to reject the null hypothesis. In other words, the mean velocity in ExpAR is
significantly different from the corresponding in ExpTM. Table 4.4 summarises the
results from the set of different running of the Student test on the sampled tracking
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Table 4.4: Comparison of mean translation velocity and rotation velocity between
treatments
Mean translation velocity (cm/s)
Axis ExpAR ExpTM Comparisons
X 0.58 3.72 ExpTM is 6.4 times that of ExpAR
p = 2.81e− 11
T0 = | − 9.4371| > 2.0281
Y 0.82 0.98 ExpTM is 1.2 times that of ExpAR
p = 0.4903
T0 = | − 0.6969| < 2.0281
Z 1.34 2.54 ExpTM is 1.9 times that of ExpAR
p = 6.2e− 05
T0 = | − 4.5281| > 2.0281
Mean rotational velocity (deg/s)
Axis ExpAR ExpTM Comparisons
Pitch 0.55 0.55 ExpTM is 1 time that of ExpAR
p = 0.2610
T0 = |1.1419| < 2.0281
Yaw 0.39 1.90 ExpTM is 4.9 times that of ExpAR
p = 2.6828e− 09
T0 = | − 7.8399| > 2.0281
Roll 0.22 0.36 ExpTM is 1.6 times that of ExpAR
p = 0.0001
T0 = | − 5.1671| > 2.0281
data. Velocity reported on translational X and Z-axis for ExpAR resulted signifi-
cantly lower than the corresponding in ExpTM. Concerning X axis mean velocity,
subjects in ExpTM moved on their left and right at a velocity 6.4 times higher than
in ExpAR. Even without considering the significance of other mean velocity between
the treatments, the implication of this observation result clear: the longer the time
needed to complete a complex maintenance procedure, the greater the physical load
experienced in ExpTM compared to ExpAR. However, it is worth to note that this
result does not take into account the added physical load introduced by the HMD
used in ExpAR. To this regard, section 4.4.4 discusses in more details the aspects
related to physical/mental load and other common parameters in the two treatments
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to assess strengths and weaknesses of both.
Tracking data were also exploited to infer the space covered by the estimated point of
view during both treatments. In particular, the intention was to evaluate the space
covered on the surface of the rack. To this aim, it was approximately estimated
as the summation of the differences between every pair of consecutive samples in
post-processed projection XY data (i.e., the Cartesian plane corresponding to the
surface of the rack). The boxplot in figure 4.9 shows the comparison between two
treatments. The average difference in terms of space covered is particularly evi-
dent in the boxplot. A running of a t-test on the processed data also confirms as
just observed. In fact, with H0 that there is not a significant difference in mean
value of space covered between two treatments and using α = 0.05 as criterion of
significance, the null hypothesis is completely rejected (T0 = | − 8.2755| > 2.1009,
p = 1.5079e−07). Without running a one-tailed t-test and observing the boxplot
shown in figure 4.9(right), it looks clear that the space covered by the estimated
point of attention on the surface of the rack during ExpAR is significantly shorter
than the corresponding one in ExpTM. In the bar plot, subjects in both treatments
were arranged in ascending order of space covered. Comparing the shortest path
followed by the best subject in ExpTM (the second bar of the first pair on the left)
to the longest path covered by the worst subject in ExpAR (the first bar of the last
pair on the right), the length of the latter resulted 40% shorter than the length of
the former one.
4.4.4 User evaluation
Once the testing procedure was completed, each participant was asked to fill a NASA
TLX questionnaire [70]. NASA-TLX is a multi-dimensional scale (consisting of six
twenty-point rating scales) designed to obtain workload estimates from one or more
operators while they are performing a task or immediately afterwards. To evaluate
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Figure 4.9: Barplot (left) and boxplot (right) of space covered in ExpAR treat-
ment (blue) and ExpTM treatment (red). Participants in both treatments have
been sorted in ascending order referring to the length of the path followed by the
estimated observed point.
Table 4.5: Statistical significance for each NASA TLX index in two experiments.
Rating category W-value p-value Significant
Mental demand 28.5 8.7e-06 Yes
Physical demand 240.5 0.0808 No
Temporal demand 59 0.004 Yes
Performance 105 0.0272 Yes
Effort 142 0.2632 No
Frustration 57 0.0003 Yes
the overall workload the raw task load index analysis was exploited [119]. The av-
erage scores are shown in figure 4.10 and the statistical analysis on them has been
summarised in table 4.5. Considering that samples came from scores of a question-
naire and considering that most of the populations were non-normally distributed,
different running of two-tailed Mann-Whiteny test on each pair of rating in the two
treatments were performed. In the null hypothesis there is no significant difference
in average rating between two treatments using α = 0.05 as criterion of significance.
Discussing the details and the implications of the analytical evaluation of the results
is not trivial and difficultly allow making generalisations. Individual rating systems
typically require a very big number of samples to avoid any bias in the results. With
big population of samples a strict analytical study may be consider sufficient to draw
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Figure 4.10: Hexagonal plot of mean rate to NASA TLX indices in both treat-
ments. The ExpAR hexagon is almost totally inscribed in the bigger one from
ExpTM treatment. This implies that, in mean, participants in ExpAR reported
a better ranking to each index that is inscripted in ExpTM. The only one that
is higher in ExpAR compared to ExpTM is the physical demand. This index is
particularly sensible to the HMD and its ergonomic features.
conclusions. In this case, considering the limited size of the population, the numeri-
cal answers to the questionnaire have been combined with considerations made after
the subsequent informal talk.
The informal talk was intended to create a more colloquial condition where subjects
felt free to express their doubts or opinions about the testing session experienced.
The main aim here is to draw some conclusions based on the analytic interpretation
of the questionnaire results, eventually weighted by considerations coming from the
informal talks recording, to provide a more complete picture. By observing the vi-
sual presentation of the scores in both treatments, the hexagon formed by six mean
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values of ExpAR is almost completely subscripted in the bigger one obtained from
mean scores in ExpTM. Only one point, i.e., the physical demand, of the question-
naire in ExpAR resulted higher than the corresponding in ExpTM. Looking carefully
in Table 4.5, results revealed that even if physical demand in ExpAR is higher, the
null hypothesis has been accepted (p = 0.0808). This means that the average score
on physical demand is not significantly different from that in ExpTM. Concerning
all other indexes, the average score in ExpAR resulted always smaller than the cor-
responding one in ExpTM. However, only for four of them the null hypothesis was
completely rejected (i.e., mental demand, temporal demand, performance and frus-
tration). Remembering that the main objective of the testing sessions was to assist
non-skilled technicians in properly completing an unknown maintenance procedure,
the result reported about the significance of the difference in mental demand is en-
couraging. It proves, indeed, that by using ExpAR there is a real added value in
reducing the mental effort needed to understand the procedure and to locate the
point of intervention. Informal talks also confirmed these conclusions. Most of the
participants in ExpAR positively accepted the visual augmentation of the working
area considering it as a very useful aid. Of course, the opinions gathered from sub-
jects involved were not always free of criticisms about the mixed reality paradigm.
About the frustration index, intended as a measure of how much stressing and dis-
couraging was the sequence of tasks to be performed, it also reported a significant
difference in favour of ExpAR compared to ExpTM. About temporal demand, that
is the feeling of pressure of the user on completing each task, the average score in
ExpAR resulted smaller (better) than that in ExpTM. Although the null hypothesis
for temporal demand have been rejected, it was interesting to note that a significant
number of subjects in ExpAR treatment expressed a negative opinion about the
time management in each task. Each task of the procedure was accompanied by
a synthesised speech providing information about the task to be performed rather
than showing a long label in augmented reality that might be difficult to read. In-
terestingly, the subjects mentioned above considered this decision as a weakness of
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the system. The debriefing revealed that even if they understood in advance the
kind of intervention to be performed, they waited until the end of the synthesised
speech before starting to perform the task. For this reason, they considered this as
a negative aspect that affected the time needed to complete the procedure.
Considering that in expAR the total time of completion was significantly smaller
than that in ExpTM (see figure 4.4, the issue raised from the temporal demand
index can be considered as a double benefit. On one hand it suggests improving
the interaction paradigm. On the other hand, it demonstrates that total completion
time would have been even smaller in ExpAR, further reducing the time needed to
complete the sequence of tasks, compared to ExpTM. Concerning the performance
index, most subjects judged their performance as of a good level in both treatments.
Even if the difference is significant (p = 0.0272), the informal talks suggest that
participants were as much satisfied by their performance in ExpAR as in ExpTM.
The score registered for the physical demand index reveals an interesting aspect that
appears in contradiction with the considerations about the general benefits related
to usage of augmented reality. From the analysis of linear and angular velocities,
indeed, it was observed that subject in ExpAR reported mean velocities significantly
smaller than that reported in ExpTM. The conclusion is that with the increasing of
the procedure complexity, the physical load in ExpTM grows faster than in ExpAR.
This conclusion is apparently in contrast with the higher physical demand score
measured in ExpAR. Also In this case, the informal talk was particularly useful to
understand the reasons that led to this result. Six of ten participants in ExpAR
complained about the discomfort of the HMD. In particular, they reported that the
HMD was too heavy, since the weight of the visualization device is totally centered
on the user’s nose. Recalling the details of the architecture of the system, a Silicon
Micro display was chosen for its good display resolution. Since the designing of
the experiments, the unbalanced weight of this display on user’s nose and its limited
ergonomics in this sense were known. To address this issue, an elastic band surround-
ing the user’s head was used to reduce the weight of the display. Unfortunately, the
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camera mounted on the HMD made the visualisation device a little heavier. As a
consequence, the display was still judged uncomfortable to wear, accounting for a
higher physical demand value in ExpAR and an effort rating equivalent to that in
ExpTM. These findings suggest to experiment other types of HMDs to evaluate how
much the users’ ratings would be affected by this gear. We believe that a device like
the Oculus Rift DK2, expanded with a matching video see-through option, represent
an interesting design of wearable visualization system with a good trade-off in terms
of performance compared to the costs.
4.5 Conclusions
A comprehensive evaluation study on the application of Augmented Reality was pre-
sented. The AR prototypes were designed around the optical image-based tracker
proposed in this thesis in two different case studies, that is industrial and telemedicine
fields.
In the industrial case study, the experiments performed on two guidance solutions
(one exploiting AR and the other relying on conventional computer based manu-
als) enabled both quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data collected from
the working sessions operated by skilled and non-skilled engineers. Based on these
results obtained, it appears evident the potential of augmented reality in the field
of maintenance and assistance. Participants in AR treatment reported a significant
shorter time of completion of the maintenance procedure compared to those per-
formed with current traditional methods. Moreover, the space covered in terms of
head movements also resulted significantly different in AR compared to traditional
technical manual treatment. Though this results could be considered not surpris-
ing, they have been obtained in a real industrial environment by a significant higher
number participants compared to the most recent works available in literature, daily
committed to work hands-on on complex electronic equipment with a strong request
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of effective and efficient intervention motivated by the uninterrupted nature of the
air surveillance routine.
In the field of telemedicine, the study has highlighted the possibility of using Aug-
mented Reality to support untrained user while performing an ECG-test. It demon-
strates that other home-care solutions, where an help may be request to interact
with medical devices or emergency applications (e.g. use of a defibrillator by an
inexpert user), can take advantage from AR principles and approaches. However,
some issues and question should be fully addressed before moving to clinical ap-
plications. While no particular difficulties arose in using AR with medical devices
(mainly because they are rigid and their 3D geometry known and fixed), problems
occur when “augmenting” a generic, alive, human body: large anatomical variations
and patient’s motion can be accurately taken into account. It is worth to remember
that even if some parts of the human body can be roughly considered rigid, change
in proportions should be accounted, e.g., between adults of infants, but also between
different body types. Some parts of the body are in continuous motion such as the
chest during breathing. However, in the conducted trials, with the patient breathing
normally, this phenomenon did not significantly affect the results. Being essentially
a proof of concept, the study proposed in this work of thesis does not pretend to
address all these problems nor to provide solutions to them.
Augmented reality approach aside, the results reported have to be considered just
a starting point toward a really usable AR guidance systems. Many usability and
ergonomic aspects still have to be taken into account, particularly concerning the
design and the engineering of see-through HMDs. Recent low-cost, wide field-of-view
and light HMDs proposed by electronics giants (Samsung, Sony, etc.) and aggressive
startups (Oculus) seem encouraging in this sense.
The experimental analysis conducted on the case studies revealed a positive im-
pact of augmented reality with optical image-based tracking proposed in this study.
Existing head-tracking systems all suffer from various limitations, such as latency,
cost, accuracy, or drift [120]. Providing an accurate estimation of the position and
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rotation of the point of view of the user in the space is a non-trival task. Factors
like low computational consumption, fault-tollerance, ease of installation and so on
make hard finding a tradeoff that meets all of them. The results obtained dur-
ing the experimentations revealed that the optical tracker proposed in this study
resulted robust in estimating translational movements. Conversely, the results re-
vealed that high rotational velocities due to rapid movements of human’s head are
hard to control by using common camera lenses. The continuous improvements
in this direction, with the enhancements of the refresh rate of the cameras, makes
reasonable to suppose that this could significantly improve the performance of the
proposed tracker. However, it must be admitted that single sensor tracking systems
are generally non-sufficient to provide a complete and reliable 6DOF tracker. Nowa-
days, gyroscopes and digital compasses can efficiently and accurately estimate the
rotational movements but they do not provide any information about translations.
Hybrid approaches, obtained by the combination of two or more tracking systems,
seem to properly address all of these issues. They allow to benefit from the strengths
of each of them discarding the weaknesses. For this reason, the future direction of
this study aims at integrating the proposed marker-based tracker with inertial sen-
sors thus trying to overcome the problems that led to tracking failures during the
experimentations. By increasing the efficacy of the tracking, the practical advan-
tages of AR technology could be even greater than what the study presented in this
work of thesis suggests.
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Chapter 5
Iris detection and recognition
5.1 Outline
This chapter discusses a comprehensive proposal for iris-based person authentica-
tion on mobile devices. According to the most recent statistics about the worldwide
diffusion of mobile communication technologies, 4.55 billion people (accounting for
63.5% of the global population) are expected to use a mobile phone in 2014, with
a fraction of 1.75 billion using a smartphone. Market experts estimate smartphone
adoption will continue at fast pace and it is likely to reach 50% of the mobile users
in the next three years, while in Europe and North America this figures are con-
sidered rather conservative as mobile phone usage is already close to ubiquitous.
Along with the aforementioned smartphones diffusion, a great numbers of applica-
tions has been released and downloaded to perform commercial transaction or mobile
banking by means of token-based authentication systems. As smartphones are rep-
resenting the first real form of mass ubiquitous computing, reliable assessment of
owner’s identity is becoming a key factor for a wide range of present and future
applications for which using a password might not be the most appropriate choice.
Biometrics could reasonably represent a more practical and reliable way to perform
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person authentication by exploiting the sensors typically embedded in this class
of devices (multiple cameras, microphone, accelerometers, gyros, digital compass,
fingerprint sweep-scanner, etc.). Face is perhaps the first biometric proposed for
person-authentication on mobile devices[7], eventually combined with voice [122],
but the growing imaging quality featured by the last generations of smartphones
and tablets provides the technological premise to perform iris recognition as well.
Iris, indeed, is inherently characterized by high discriminating power and stability
over time [123] and it therefore represents a good candidate for the aforementioned
applications, though its small size (compared to the whole face) makes capturing
the intricate texture details responsible for its saliency a challenging task. To this
regard, the last generation of smartphones and tablets features advanced micro cam-
eras capable to capture images at a resolution of up to 12 Megapixels or even full
HD video, while keeping noise levels much lower than in the past for daylight shots
and acceptable performance in indoor condition.
Considering these specifications, iris acquisition and matching on mobiles seems a
feasible option that deserves an in-deep investigation. Firstly, a short overview of
iris recognition method is proposed with a special attention to the reason that mo-
tivated the work presented in this thesis. After that, following sections discuss in
details the proposed method from the step of iris segmentation to the recognition.
Inspired by the trend of recent years, the proposed technique exploits the concept of
homogeneity and separability for iris segmentation [124] and the spatial histograms
(also called spatiogram) for iris matching recognition.
5.1.1 Background
has been explored as a biometric firstly in the seminal work by J. D. Daugman
[125] who assessed the statistical independence of two coded patterns originated
from different eyes and described a method for iris localization based on integro-
differentials operators, the use of 2D Gabor filters to extract iris texture features
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and a statistical-based approach to iris codes matching. In 1996, Wildes patented a
non-invasive system for iris recognition and compared that to the one from Daugman
[126]. These pioneering works were mostly focused on achieving maximum accuracy
in iris recognition under controlled conditions including specific enrolment protocols
for the user to undergo.
The following studies on this biometric have progressively targeted from the one side
iris segmentation and from the other side its recognition under less predictable ac-
quisition conditions, involving uncontrolled lighting and environmental factors which
can result in noisy iris images (for instance due to strong reflections over the cornea
surface, blur, low contrast, etc.). To this regard [127] proposed an approach to rep-
resent iris features by means of wavelet transform zero crossing. This descriptor is
translation, rotation, and scale invariant and very slightly affected by variations in
illumination and noise levels. In [128] the Haar wavelet transform is used to op-
timize the dimension of feature vectors to 87 bits, to the aim of reduce processing
time without affecting accuracy of recognition. The authors combined this descriptor
with a method of initializing weight vectors and a method of determining winners for
recognition in a competitive learning neural network, resulting in a method accurate
even for ”real world” applications. In 2007, Proença and Alexandre [129] presented
the results of the NICE.I contest for the performance evaluation of recognition algo-
rithms on noisy iris images, that resulted in a measurable robustness improvement
of the state of the art, particularly for iris segmentation. More recently, Bowyer[130]
resumed the results of the NICE.II Iris Biometric Competition, focused on perfor-
mance in feature extraction and matching, arguing that since the top-ranked algo-
rithms seem to have relatively distinct technical approaches, it is likely that a fusion
of the top algorithms would result in further performance improvement. In this line
of research, Jeong et al [131] presented a new iris segmentation method that can
be used to accurately extract iris regions from non-ideal quality iris images while
Shin et al. [132] proposed an integrated iris recognition method that discriminates
the left or right eye on the basis of the eyelash distribution and specular reflection
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and exploits iris region color and texture information to achieve a reliable classifi-
cation. Among the first to investigate the possibility to optimize iris segmentation
and recognition algorithms specifically for mobile phones Jeong et.al., proposed a
method of extracting the iris code based on Adaptive Gabor Filter in which the
Gabor filter’s operating parameters depends on the amount of blurring and sunlight
in captured image. To the aim of improving the robustness of iris recognition on
mobile phones in various environments, Cho et al. [133], in 2005, presented a pupil
and iris localization method exploiting not only information of the pupil and iris,
but also the characteristics of the eye images. In [134] a pupil and iris localization
is based instead on detecting dark pupil and corneal specular reflection by changing
brightness and contrast value. On a similar line of research, Park et al. [135] pre-
sented a recognition method for mobile phones based on corneal specular reflections
while Kang [136] proposed to pre-process iris through an automatic segmentation of
pupil region, pupil and eyelids detection to remove the most noise from the iris im-
age and improve recognition performance. Finally, as the mobile computing power
is approaching that of low-end desktop computers, combine face and iris recogni-
tion on mobile system have been proposed, proving that multi-biometrics person
authentication on mobiles can be a feasible option [137, 138].
5.1.2 Segmentation of the iris
The iris segmentation algorithm used in this study is ISIS [124] and it is composed
by four stages: iris image pre-processing; pupil localization; image linearization and
limbus localization, which are described in the following lines. Homogeneity and
separability are important concepts used for the selection of the best circle, which
is a candidate to represent the pupil. The pupil can be considered as a circular
region with a homogeneous distribution of pixels. Some approaches are based on
the assumption that the darker region within the image is the pupil. Nevertheless,
this is not always true because the pupil may changes its appearance in relation to
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the lighting. The proposed scoring function is based on the gray tones histogram of
the pupil. Each circular region receives a score according to the homogeneity degree
of the pixels it contains. Let H be the region histogram, sH will be the maximum
number of occurrences of the same value in that region:
sH = maxi [H(i)] /
255
i=1H(i)
As for the limbo, also the outline of the pupil has a zone in which it passes from a
dark color to a lighter one; of course by analysing an iris dark in color, this transition
is more subtle. Therefore it was defined an index of separability. Given a candidate
circle C with center c = (cx, cy) and radius
rho in the image I, the Cartesian coordinates are given by:
xC(ρ, θ) = cx + ρ cos θ
yC(ρ, θ) = cy + ρ sin θ
where θ ∈ [0, 2π]. Considering the circle CIN , internal to C, with radius ρ1 = 0.9ρ
and the circle COUT , external to C, with radius ρ2 = 1.1ρ; measuring the difference
of gray tones, on the edge of the circle for each angle θi, using an operator similar
to the Daugman’s integro-differential operator, structured as follows:
D(i) = I(xC(ρ2, θi), yC(ρ2, θi))− I(xC(ρ1, θi), yC(ρ1, θi))
where i = 1, ..., 360 represents the discrete value of the angle and then the index
within the gradient vector h; while θi = iπ/180 is the same angle, in radians. At
the pupil, we expect a high and constant value for D, i.e. an average high and low
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By analysing the polarized image of eye in the horizontal direction, (see Figure 5.1),
it is possible to accurately define the region of separation between the iris and the
sclera, which corresponds to limbo. However, the captured iris image contains some
information that is not useful for the localization of the pupil. This is the case
for features such as the pores of the skin, eyelashes and eyelids, which negatively
interfere with edge detection. The first stage of ISIS eliminates interference through
an enhancement filter. A square window W of size k × k, is passed over the entire
image pixel by pixel; for the window W, a histogram HW is calculated and the value
with the highest occurrence is replaced in a central position. A canny filter is applied
Figure 5.1: The regions of separation of iris in polar coordinates.
to the image resulting from the previous stage to locate the pupil. The canny filter is
applied with ten different thresholds th = 0.05, 0.010, 0.015, ..., 0.055 (some examples
are shown in figure 5.2). For each of the ten images the connected components are
identified. Components that contain a number of pixels above a threshold thC are
included in a list L. Then, the algorithm of Taubin [139] is applied to each element
of the list to calculate the corresponding circle. The circles that are not completely
within the image are eliminated from the list L, in order to obtain a final list LC .
To identify the pupil, the circles of the list LC undergo a procedure based on the
homogeneity and separability criteria. For each circle the value: s = sH + sD is
calculated. Finally, the circle Cmax with the highest smax value is considered as the
circular shape that best approximates the pupil.
At this stage, the pixels with the ρmax distance from the center of the localized
pupil are searched. Then, the image is transformed from Cartesian coordinates to
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Figure 5.2: Canny edge detection filter applied on enhanced images at thresholds
of 0.05, 0.15, 0.35 (from left to right).
polar coordinates, in order to obtain a new image İ. This transformation is made
to locate the boundary between the sclera and the iris. Image I is further filtered
with a median filter. If R is a row of the image, for each pixel P contained in R we
consider the neighbourhood including 2q+1 pixels (i.e. himself, q previous pixels
and q following pixel). Then the neighbourhood pixels are sorted and the pixel
P takes the median value. For each column, which is located beyond ρJ and the
corresponding position on the ’horizontal axis of i and θi, the following weighted
difference is calculated pixelwise:
∆(ρj , θi) = ϕ(I, ρj , θi) • (I(ρj + δ, θ)− I(ρj − δ, θi))
where










1 if İ(ρj + δ, θi)− İ(ρj − δ, θi)) > 0











It is worth noting that the pupil occupies the lower part ρJ of the polarized image İ,
followed by the iris and sclera. The sign of the difference is relevant as it is expected
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that the sclera is brighter than the iris. This indicates that you should look for
changes with a positive sign, which represent the transition region between iris and
sclera. In the previous formula: the first inequality imposes a positive gradient; the
second inequality excludes the pixels of the border between the pupil and iris, as it
requires the darkest pixel in the pair to have a gray level greater than a threshold
ε ∈ [0, 255]. The area on the limb is composed of points that maximize the weighted
difference for each column θi in I.
Figure 5.3 shows the whole process that, starting from an image containing an eye,
leads to the segmentation of the iris from the representation in polar coordinates.
5.2 Spatial histograms for iris matching
For a given discrete function f : x ← v where x ∈ X and v ∈ V , a histogram of f
counts the number of occurrences for each element in the range of f. In particular,
the histogram is hf : v ← Z
∗, where v ∈ V and Z∗ is the set of positive integers, and
hf (v) is the number of elements x ∈ X such that f(x) = v. The histogram hf can
be seen as a binary function gf (x, v), where gf (x, v) = 1 if f(x) = v and gf (x, v) = 0
otherwise. The moment of zero order of g on the dimension v is:
hf (v) =
∑
x∈X gf (x, v)
Histograms are relevant to iris segmentation because they discard all the informa-
tion about the domain, so as to create the respective invariant for the one by one
transformations of domain of the original function. A limited amount of information
regarding the domain, can be extrapolated by means of higher order moments to












Figure 5.3: Partial result images obtained during the segmentation process. (a)
The original image containing an eye. (b) the grayscale converted image. (c) The
grayscale image posterization. (d-e-f) Consecutive rounds of Canny edge detector
to look for the largest connected components. (g) The localisation of the frontier.
(h) The representation in polar coordinates of the eye. (i) The localization of the
iris and pupil. (j) The iris extracted from the eye discarding sclera and pupil.
To define this concept, we use the term spatial histogram or simply spatiogram; this
because it captures not only the occurrences of information relating to the range of
the function, such as the histogram, but also the information relating to the spatial




f (v), ..., h
(k)
f (v)〉
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A histogram is thus only the zero-order moment of a spatiogram [140, 141]. The spa-
tiogram can be also seen as a geometric model that allows arbitrary transformations
and more specific models such as: translation, similarity, etc. As histograms, the
spatiograms are efficient to calculate the differences between the correspondences of
the images, without precisely calculate the geometric transformation between them.
However, even spatiograms as more specific models, retain information about the
geometry of the region of image.
The spatiograms, differently from the comparison of co-occurrences between arrays,
capture the global position of the pixels instead of the relation between their pairs.
An image is a two-dimensional map I : x ← v of pixel x = [x, y]T with v values.
The pixel value may represent an arbitrary value: gray tones, colors, or the result
of a preprocessing (quantization, the color transformation of the space, etc..). The
second order spatiogram of the image can be represented as:
h
(2)
I (b) = 〈nb, µb,Σb〉 with b = 1, ..., B
Where nb is the number of pixels whose values are represented by the b-th bin, µb
is the mean vector and Σb are the covariance matrices. B = |V | is the number
of bins in the spatiogram. Given h and h’ as the enrolled spatiogram and the
currently acquired one respectively, the similarity between them can be calculated






For a zero-order spatiogram ψb = 1. For a second order spatiogram, ψb can be
seen as the probability that xb is calculated by a Gaussian distribution described by
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covariance matrix. It should be noted that the values of the summation are the
average of the two Mahalanobis distances[142], the first one calculated between x
and x’ and the other one calculated between x’ and x.
In order to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm, two public datasets
were taken as reference, i.e., UBIRIS[129] and UPOL [143] (actually a subset of
UPOL composed by 173 elements as probe and 173 as gallery and a subset of UBIRIS
including 114 elements as probe and 228 elements as gallery). Although performing
below the state-of-the-art, first experiments showed a good rate of successfully recog-
nised irises. The performance on both dataset were compared and results are shown
in figure 5.4 by using ROC curves (Receiver Operating Char-acteristic) and their
related CMS curves (Cumulative Match Characteristic). Spatiograms performed
slightly better on UPOL dataset than on UBIRIS. On greater values of GAR, the
two curves are very similar to each other. For what concerns the CMS, reversed
behaviour was reported. On UBIRIS it performed clearly better because the CMS
value quickly raises to 0.7 for rank 1 compared to rank 9 on UPOL.
Figure 5.4: ROC and CMS curves comparison related to UPOL and UBIRIS
datasets
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5.2.1 Implementation on Android platform
The method of iris segmentation and recognition by means of spatial histrograms
have been designed in order to be implemented on mobile platform. In particular,
it was implemented in order to run on Android 4 (and later versions) compliant
devices. The application consists of two functionality:
• iris segmentation by ISIS
• iris registration and recognition by means of spatiograms
The modular software architecture is divided in:
1. native code: it represent the kernel of the application. It executes routine
specifically written in C/C++ language as well as it calls routine from OpenCV
(a well-known C/C++ open source library for computer vision);
2. middleware: that wraps the native code to the top layer of the architecture;
3. graphical user inteface: that was specifically designed to be adapted to several
displays size.
The main programming language for Android systems is Java. By using the An-
droidSDK and the IDE Eclipse, it is relatively easy to develop scalable and versatile
application. The GUI is completely programmed by the XML markup language.
It makes the design of the interface particularly light and efficient as well as easy
to maintain. A screenshot of the application while running is shown in figure 5.5.
The middleware is also a software module written in Java language but it is able to
communicate with the lower layer of code that it is written in C/C++. That is made
possible thank to the JNI (Java Native Interface) that is a programming framework
that enables Java code running in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to call and be
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Figure 5.5: A screenshot of the iris segmentation that shows all partial images
obtained during the execution of the algorithm.
Figure 5.6: A screenshot of the recogition GUI that shows a succesful recognition
of the irises provided.
called by native applications (programs specific to a hardware and operating system
platform) and libraries written in other languages such as C, C++ and assembly.
It represent a key aspect of programming for Android platform because it enables
re-using of code written for other platform or purposes without the need of a drastic
conversion and migration to Java programming principles. In fact, the lower layer of
the architecture consists of several routines that were available only in C/C++. In
order to develop the application discussed in this work of thesis, the just mentioned
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routines have been partially customized for the new platform. Below, short details
about the code of the application are provided.
The segmentation routine consists of four main tasks that are:
1 - Preprocessing e iris localisation: in this task an image is acquired by the
camere of the mobile device. The function cvLoadImage() grabs a frame from the
camera stream. Immediately after, the image is converted in grayscale (it improves
the recognition of the regions in the image discarding information on colors that,
moreover, increase the computational cost of the processing). The next step is the
localisation of the eye by means of an Haar-like cascade classifier, trained so that can
extract the best candidate regions that are signed as ”eye” [144]. The function called
is cvHaarDetectObjects. Follows an pass of enhancement that aims at improving the
probability of correcty detect and segment the iris discaring other components like
pupil, sclera, eye leads and so on.
1 /* load image */
2 IplImage *input=cvLoadImage("/mnt/sdcard/eye.jpg" ,-1);
3
4 // grayscale transformation
5 compImg=cvCreateMat(height ,width ,CV_8UC3);
6 gray=convertImage(image ,weight);
7
8 // execution of the cascade classifier to detect regions of interest
9 cascade = (CvHaarClassifierCascade *) cvLoad( cascade_name , 0, 0, 0 );
10 eye = cvHaarDetectObjects( gray , cascade , storage , 1.1, 2, 0, cvSize (20, 20)
);
11
12 // Enhancement step
13 enhance= enhanceFilter(gray ,enhanceStep);
2 - Pupil localisation: The Canny edge detector is applied to the imaged ob-
tained so far.The OpenCV library cvCanny() is exploited to this purpose. After,
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the pipeline aims at looking for connected components by executing the Taubin al-
gorithm on the edges detected on the previous step. The pupil is then localised. In
normal operative condition, the pupil is a little circle inscribed inside another one,
bigger, that represent the iris. This method tries to look for this condition in the
image, selection pairs of circles where one contains the other in its middle.
1 // Canny edge detector
2 cvCanny(enhance ,canny ,w*0.4,w,3);
3
4 // Connected components
5 components = connectedcomponent(canny);
6
7 // Taubin algorithm on all the extracted components by the edge detector
8 // This iterative process , looks for all circles allocated in the stack
9 // components until it discover that one circle is inscribed into another.
10 while (temp=(Stack*) stackPop(components)){
11 if (temp ->size >compDim){
12 c=circleFitByTaubin(temp ->first ,temp ->size);
13 if (c.radius){




18 cvCircle(compImg ,cvPoint(c.x,c.y),c.radius ,CV_RGB (255,0 ,0) ,1,8,0);
3 - Linearization of the image: it a pupil is found, the current step converts the
image from Cartesian coordinates to polar by a function call cartesian2Polar().




5 // conversion from Cartesiane to Polar coordinates
6 polar=cartesian2Polar(enhance ,cvPoint(c.x,c.y) ,0);
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4 - Localisation of the limbus: in this step, the algorithm looks for the frontier
region that separates the pupil from the iris and from the sclera. A function find-
Frontiers() is called. Once the frontier has been found, the algoritm can extact from
the image in polar coordinates only the region of pixels of the image that correspond
to the iris. A scaling function produce a standard dimension of the iris exracted of
192× 32 pixels.
1 // iris extraction from polar image
2 extracted=extSector(image , cvPoint(found.iris.x,found.iris.y),
found.pupil.radius , found.iris.radius ,0, 2*pi , 1, 1/found.iris.radius);
3
4 // Scaling
5 IplImage* iris_resized =
cvCreateImage(cvSize (192 ,32),found.extracted ->depth ,found.extracted ->nChannels);
6 cvResize(found.extracted , ris_resized , CV_INTER_LINEAR);
Once an iris is properly segmented, the recognition phase follows. The recognition
has been implemented by generating the spatial histograms for the segmented iris
that are then compared to a spatiogram of the iris of the same subject in order to
test if they match or not. The function that converts the segmented image into a
spatiogram is the following:
1 void getSpaziogram (char *path , double h[8], double mu [2][8] ,struct Matrice
sigma [8]):
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where the parameter path represent the extracted iris to be converted into a spa-
tiogram. The paramater h is the histogram while the vector mu represent the
centroids. The parameter sigma is the variance. h, mu e sigma are the paramters
that represent the spatiogram of the image passed as input to the function.
The matching is then performed by comparing two spatiogram. The function is the
following:
1 double compareSpaziogram(double h[8], double mu[2][8] , struct Matrix
sigma[8], double h1[8], double mu1 [2][8] , struct Matrix sigma1 [8])
it receive in input the information from the function getSpatiogram() by simply
comparing the vectors h, mu and sigma and returns a double ∈ [0, 1] representing
the level of similarity of two compared spatiograms. This information in other terms,
represent the distance between two irises. If it results greater than a threshold, which
represent the tolerance of the method, empirically set to 0.95 it means that the two
irises come from the same subject, otherwise the recognition fails.
Personal contribution
Parts of the topics and experimental results discussed in this chapter are from the
following research papers of which I am co-author:
1. Fast iris recognition on smartphone by means of spatial histograms. In Biometric
Authentication, Springer, 2014. [138]
2. Ubiquitous iris recognition by means of mobile devices. Pattern Recognition Let-
ters[141].
3. Biometrics Empowered Ambient Intelligence Environment. In Accademia Peloritana
Dei Pericolanti Journal. (in course of publication)[112].
Chapter 6
Person Tracking in Video
Surveillance
6.1 Outline
Efforts in biometrics are being held into extending robust recognition techniques to
in the wild scenarios. Nonetheless, and despite being a very attractive goal, human
identification in the surveillance context remains an open problem. This chapter
discusses the collaboration of six months at the SociaLAB of the Universidade da
Beira Interior in Covilhã(Portugal) for biometric video surveillance systems.
The biometric video surveillance systems it called ”Quis-Campi” and it is expected
to effectively bridge the gap between surveillance and biometric recognition while
having a minimum amount of operation restrictions. The acronym of this proposal
comes from the Latin and summarizes its goals: “Quis” stands for “Who is” and
“Campus” refers to a delimited space. Hence, this project aims at researching and
developing a biometric recognition system able to work in completely covert con-
ditions. The main idea is that whenever a subject enters a QUIS-CAMPUS, it is
automatically recognized, using multiple biometric sources and without requiring
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any active participation from the subject side. The system is supposed to be com-
pletely automatic, attained by combining human detection and tracking, further
enhanced by a PTZ camera that delivers data with enough quality to perform bio-
metric recognition.
This chapter briefly describes the system which the SociaLAB is currently working
on and concentrates the attention on the problem addressed during the PhD of which
this work of thesis summarises the obtained results.
6.1.1 The system Quis-Campi
Since the systems is currently in a development phase, just a short overview is
provided. In Figure 6.1 is depicted the main software architecture of the system.




Concerning the hardware components, a wide-view camera is mounted outdoor (ap-
proximately 5 meters above the ground), and pointing towards a parking lot. Al-
though this kind of camera offers a more complete overview of the scenery, it does
not provide enough quality for recognition methods to work at the distances the
driveway ranges from (15 to 35 meters). To provide recognition methods with rea-
sonable quality data, a PTZ camera is added to the system. This way, pointing and
zooming over a specific region allows acquiring a detailed view of detected subjects.
The two cameras are strongly related to each other so that it is possible to project
a point in the 2D coordinate of PTZ camera to the wide camera and vice versa.
At the scene understanding layer, the system has two main modules that are (1)peo-
ple detection and tracking, (2) facial landmark detection.































Figure 6.1: Working diagram of the proposed system, and the three layer ar-
chitecture: hardware control (top), scene understanding (middle) and recognition
modules (bottom)..
The first module is responsible for locating the people as they enter the scene, and
tracking them until they are no longer visible. It takes as input the video feed from
the wide-view camera, and has three main steps: background subtraction, upper-
body detection and tracking. Further to that, the second module of the scene un-
derstanding layer is applied to that closer view, identifying which facial landmarks
are visible, thus deciding the weight of each recognition module. For recognition
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purposes the proposed system relies on a multi-modal biometric approach that com-
bines face, iris, periocular, ear shape and gait information. Figure 6.2 shows how the
system Quis-campi aims at using a pair of cameras (Wide/PTZ) for unconstrained




Figure 6.2: Illustration of the acquired data for both cameras.
6.1.2 Upper Body detector
In this section will be presented the contribution provided to the tracking component
of the Quis-Campi architecture. Starting from the results obtained with the back-
ground subtraction, the next problem to address was that of detecting and tracking
people, discarding every other moving object in the scene.
The specific nature of the problem, suggested to explore the possibility of using
trained Haar-like cascade classifiers in order to detect people in the scene. The
available choices were therefore detecting: (1)the whole body shape of people in the
stream; (2) the legs only; (3) the upper body part only. Table 6.1 summarises the
considerations arose during a preliminary study [145]. Moreover, person tracking in
outdoor unconstrained environment is non-trivial several reasons, some of them are
the following:
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Features The entire body’s
shape has lot of vari-
ations
Has fewer move-
ments and is more
stable and simpler
Has complex but sta-
ble and classifiable
dynamics




Non trivial but feasi-
ble




due to the simplicity
of the shape
Legs have to be
clearly visible in the
stream
Purposes Versatile Head/Arms detec-
tion and tracking
Movement analysis
• Monocular RGB camera is really challenging
• People in crowd occlude each other making them hard to detect and track
• When people are far from the camera, the very low resolution of the crop might
be hard to process.
• Lights/shadows transitions
• The position of the camera might play an interesting role. It affects the prob-
ability of having good samples for detecting, tracking and estimating.
Wide Camera Stream → Upper Body Detector → LKT Tracker
Figure 6.3: The work flow of the proposed tracking method
Based on the considerations above, the most reliable solution for people detection
has revealed to be the Upper Body Detector. When counting people in crowd, the
easiest and quickest way of doing that is by enumerating the heads that are visible.
It is easier that the entire body shape is non-visible when more than one person
is walking in the covered area rather than occlusions of the heads. However, upper
body detection is computationally demanding. While developing a real time system,
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the impact of the research of head in the stream can significantly impact on the per-
formance of the system. The trick was exploiting the background subtraction mask
that, reducing the research space, makes possible to run a cascade classifier on real
time without introducing a high delay.
Although such improvements, it has been revealed particularly error-prone in out-
door scenarios, where lighting condition may suddenly change, occlusions produce
detection failures and so on. In addition, it is strongly shape-dependant. For these
reasons it was used only as a starting point for detecting and tracking people in the
scene. The upper body detector is only in charge of looking for a possible Head-
/Shoulder area. Once it recognises a head/shoulder, it stops the execution in that
region because, on the same are of the image, a LKT tracker (Lucas Kanade Tomasi
tracker [146], that is an optical-flow method for detecting and tracking features) is
launched. In figure 6.3 it is simply showed the work flow of the proposed method.
Until the LKT tracker is able to track the current head, it refresh the position and
frame after frame keep track of the position of the person in the scene. The 2D posi-
tion (xW , yW ) in the coordinates system of the wide camera are then projected into
the vector (xPTZ , yPTZ) expressed in coordinate system of the PTZ camera. This
information is then used to correctly point the objective of the PTZ camera and,
by zooming the region o interest, grab the biometric data suitable for a biometric
recognition.
The algorithm is presented at the end of the section. Basically, the MAIN() is
responsible for grabbing the stream from the camera. As soon as a new frame is
available, a background subtraction mask is generated. The background mask is
then combined with the original frame in order to recover RGB data from the orig-
inal stream exclusively for moving objects in the scene. A run of the Upper Body
detector detects heads in the scene. For each of them, a separated thread is started.
Each thread is a running of the LKT tracker that looks for features and tracks them.
All thread share the information about the update position of the head so that the
main process can run the upper body detector only on regions that are not currently
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of the preliminary results obtained by the proposed
tracker: (left) sample image acquired with the wide-view camera; (middle) fore-
ground regions attained by background subtraction; (right) people tracking module
results. The blue dots highlights the point tracked over the time.
tracked. The LKT tracker, when loses some features, try to recover refreshing the
feature list. If the tracked feature decreases under a threshold, it returns and re-
moves the lock on the region of the image. By doing that, the upperbody detector
can try again to look for a head in that region and launch a new thread on it.
1 MAIN()
2 Stream = videoStreamFromCamera ();
3 for each frame \in stream do
4 mask = backgoundSubtraction(frame);
5 merged = multiply(frame , mask);
6 ub_Areas = upperBodyDetection(merged);
7 for each ub in ub_Areas do








16 numFeatures = track(keypoints)
17 ub = updateUBArea ();
18 if numFeatures < threshold
19 generateNewFeatureClose(ub)
20 end
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Table 6.2: Tracking performance in our surveillance scenario, when using LKT.
Performance metrics are Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA), Multiple
Object Tracking Precision (MOTP), True Positive Rate (TPR), False Positive Rate
(FPR) and mismatch (MIS).
Scenario MOTA MOTP TPR FPR MIS
S1 0.940 0.600 0.970 0.030 0
S2 0.800 0.590 0.900 0.100 0
S3 0.745 0.336 0.862 0.138 0
S4 0.589 0.288 0.792 0.202 3
6.2 Preliminary results
A preliminary test to assess the reliability of the proposed method for tracking was
performed. Four simple different scenarios with increasing level of difficulties (from
S1, the simplest, to S4 the hardest) were considered during the testing. Here follows
a brief description of each one of them:
S1 : A single person starting to slowly walk away from a point nearby the camera;
high quality background subtraction mask (absence of noise); no significant
changes in lighting conditions;
S2 : A single person starting to quickly walk away from a point nearby the camera;
background subtraction mask with some noise; no significant lighting condi-
tions;
S3 : A single person slowly walking towards the camera from the distance; back-
ground subtraction mask with significant noise (wind and variable lighting
conditions);
S4 : three people to slowly walk away from a point nearby the camera; good back-
ground subtraction (little noise as consequence of the wind); one person crosses
the path of other two.
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Tracking performance was evaluated by referring to the CLEAR MOT metrics [147].
As reported in the table 6.2, a good level of accuracy (MOTA) was achieved in
scenario S1 as well as for the precision (MOTP). The false positive (FN) and true
negative (TN) rate are ignorable in this first experimental trial. For scenarios S2
and S3, even though they are different from each other, the results obtained in terms
of MOTA and FN/TN rates were very similar, confirming an encouraging level of
performance of the tracking algorithm. The difference between the two scenarios was
significant with respect to the MOTP. A considerable loss of precision was reported
for scenario S3. This result is strongly related to the fact that, at the beginning, the
person is very far from the camera. The implication of this is that the omega shape
(that is the head/shoulder area) is hard to be clearly detected at such distances.
Once the head starts to be detected, the number of pixels in the region of interest
is very short negatively impacting on the performance of the tracker. This test was
really useful to suggest an alternative processing for people far from the camera. The
omega shape at long distance is hard to detect but, reasonably, the whole body shape
should be easier to detect. In that case, once a tracker detects the shape of a person,
his/her head will appear on the top of the selected area. Scenario S4, which is the
most meaningful case, reported an encouraging result in term of accuracy and the
rate of true positive (TP) remains high. However, an increased rate of false positive
was observed and, in addition to this, some mismatches (mainly related to the path
of one person that crosses the path of other two). Although the loss of precision, it
was possible to assert that the tracking method achieved good level of performances.
Moreover, considering that it is at a very early stage, the results obtained opens to
other investigations and combination of image processing methods to improve the
quality of the whole pipeline that starts from the image background and to arrive
to the prediction of movement.
Figure 6.5 shows the performance of the tracking method when more than one
person is in the field of view of the camera. The square region represent the first time
the Upper Body detector detects a head. Since that moment, on the selected regions
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Figure 6.5: The image, obtained by overlapping several frames grabbed over the
time in a single image, shows how the tracker is able to keep track of more than
one people.
a LKT tracking thread starts. The coloured dotted lines shows the tracker at work.
Observing carefully the first two people (from the left) are tracked continuously
until they are at a distance from the camera so big to make impossible to track
the features. Conversely, the third person (on the right in the image) is no longer
tracked after he/she crosses the path of the other two. Since then, it is no longer
able to detect and track him/her.
As anticipated in the introduction section, the current chapter mainly describes the
contribution provided to the project Quis-campi. The systems is still at a developing
stage and several improvements have to be done. At the time of writing, the tracking
solution proposed was integrated in the prototype currently available and it revealed
to be suitable to partially cover some of the ambitious amount of project goals.
Personal contributions
Parts of the topics and experimental results discussed in this chapter are from the
following research papers of which I am co-author:
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1. Quis-Campi: Extending In The Wild Biometric Recognition to Surveillance Environ-
ments. to be submitted.
2. Biometrics in Visual Surveillance : A survey. being prepared for submission.
Appendix A
Perspective geometry
Projective geometry is a branch of mathematics that deals with the relationships be-
tween geometric objects and their projections. While Euclidean geometry describes
the world as it is, projective geometry describes the world as it appears or as it is
seen. Euclidean geometry deals with properties of objects that are invariant un-
der rigid motion, e.g. lengths, angles and parallelisms, whereas projective geometry
deals with the properties that are invariant under perspective projections, e.g. inci-
dences and cross-ratios.
If we were to close one eye and draw the world on a glass plate as we see it, we
would notice that the distances between the points on a drawing differ from the true
distances in the world, and the angles between the lines differ from the angles in the
real world. Euclidean geometry is not able describe this, whereas projective geom-
etry is. In this appendix, we focus on the aspects of projective geometry that are
essential in many application areas of computer vision, including augmented reality.
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Homogeneous coordinates
With Cartesian coordinates, we can conveniently present transformations in Eu-
clidean space with matrix operations. For example, we can calculate a rotation of
a rigid object by multiplying the Cartesian coordinates with an adequate matrix.
Cartesian coordinates, however, are unable to perform transformations of projective
space with matrix operations. For instance, it is impossible to present a transla-
tion in matrix form using Cartesian coordinates. Homogeneous coordinates make
matrix calculations possible in projective space just as Cartesian coordinates do in
Euclidean space. Homogeneous coordinates simplify calculations, as all the neces-
sary transformations (and series of transformations) and their actions on points are
presentable using matrices and matrix multiplications. This enables the computa-
tional efficiency required for realtime computer graphics systems such as OpenGL
and DirectX.
Homogeneous coordinate vectors of a pointx = (x1, x2, x3, ..., xn) in Cartesian coor-






n, w) such that





and vice versa, each point in projective space X 6= 0, X = (x1, x2, x3, ..., xn) has a
corresponding projection point in Euclidean space
x = (x1/w, x2/w, ..., xn/w)
In projective space, scaling is unimportant and therefore in homogeneous coordinates
aX ≡ X∀a 6= 0
Thus, a point in homogeneous coordinates is always equivalent to a representation
with the last coordinate equal to one.
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(x1, x2, ..., xn, 1)
Furthermore, the point X = (X1, X2, X3, ..., Xn, 0) correspond to a point at infinity
in the direction of the line passing through 0 ∈ <n and (x1, x2, x3, ..., xn). The zero
vector 0 = (0, 0, 0, ..., 0) ∈ <n+1 is non defined in projective space.
For consistency, the representations with the last coordinate equal to one are often
used for homogeneous coordinates. The division operation to get the last coordinate
equal to one is called homogeneous divide. It maps the vector to the real plane.
For simplicity, the projection to a lower dimension (e.g. perspective projection) is
often first calculated in the original dimension. The dimensions are then reduced
one by one by performing successive homogeneous divisions. For example, mapping
the perspective projection into the image space is the projection <2 → <4, X =



























































































































In AR as in 3D computer vision in general, perspective projections play an essential
role. To be able to analyse a camera image, we need to understand how world
coordinates are transformed into image coordinates, and this can be explained using
projective geometry. Geometric transformations form a hierarchy of subsets
Projective ⊃ Affine ⊃ Similarity ⊃ Linear (Euclidean geometry)
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where the transformation groups become smaller and less general and the corre-
sponding spatial structures become more rigid and have more invariants as we go
down the hierarchy. Homogeneous coordinates provide a framework for geometric
operations in projective space. Euclidean geometry is a special case of projective
geometry with more restrictions. Thus, it is possible to use homogeneous presen-
tation in Euclidean geometry as well, if the operations are restricted to Euclidean
ones. Accordingly, homogeneous presentation can also be used in affine and simi-
larity transformations. Thus, all geometric transformations and their combinations
can be presented with matrix multiplications using homogeneous coordinates. In a
projective transform, only collinearity, cross-ratios and incidences remain invariant.
Affine transformations also preserve parallelism and the ratios of areas.Similarity
transforms preserve angles and length ratios. Euclidean transformations preserve
angles, lengths and areas (see table A.1.
Figure A.1: Properties of different transformation spaces.
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Starting from the discussion with linear transformations it propagates to affine and
projective transformations. In the following, are also defined specific transformation
types, such as rotations, translations and scaling, which are commonly needed in
augmented reality.
Linear Transformation
A mapping L : Rn → Rn is called linear transformation if
L(u+ v) = L(u) + L(v) and L(cu) = cL(u)
Linear transformation x′ = L(x) can be presented in matrix form x′ = Lx, where
L is an nxm matrix. Matrix operations are easily expanded to homogeneous space.







, where A ∈ RNxN and 0 is zero vector, 0 ∈ RN .
For example, scaling, rotation and shear are linear transformation. Rotation with















and x′ = Rxx
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Rotation around an arbitrary axis can be split into rotations around coordinate axes,
and rotations around coordinate axes can be concatenated to present an arbitrary
rotation. The rotation matrix (and the angles) depend on the rotation order and,







cosβ cos γ cos γ cosα sinβ − cosγ sinα cos γ sinβ cosα+ sinα sin γ
cosβ sin γ sinα sinβ sin γ + cosα cos γ sin γ sinβ cosα− cos γ sinα






when written out. The written out forms are seldom used; it is more convenient
to calculate separate rotations and multiply them. Sometimes people use the terms
yaw, pitch and roll for rotations. The yaw is a right-handed rotation about the
z-axis. The pitch is a right-handed rotation about the new (once rotated) y-axis.
The roll is a right-handed rotation about the new (twice rotated) x-axis. Let ϕ, θ, ψ
be the yaw, pitch and roll angles respectively, then the total rotation is
R = Rx(ϕ)Ry(−θ), Rz(−ψ).
Occasionally, we may find it more convenient to represent the rotation by giving
an arbitrary rotation axis and rotation angle around it, instead of dividing it into
rotations around the coordinate axes. The rotation around an axis represented by







u21 + (1− u
2
1) cosω u1u2(1− cosω)− u3 sinω u1u3(1− cosω) + u2 sinω
u1u2(1− cosω) + u3 sinω u
2
2 + (1− u
2
2) cosω u2u3(1− cosω)− u1 sinω
u1u3(1− cosω) + u2 sinω u2u3(1− cosω) + u1 sinω u
2








The rotation here is clockwise about the axis defined by u (right-hand rule). This
can be presented with the Rodrigues formula in the form
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R = I + [u]x sinω + (1− cosω) [u]
2
x,
where [u]x is a so-called cross product matrix, i.e., [u]x v = u× v.
The rotation matrix is an orthogonal (even orthonormal) matrix and thus it preserves
angles and lengths. Furthermore, by the definition of orthogonality, the inverse of a
rotation is its transpose
R−1 = RT










sx 0 0 0
0 sy 0 0
0 0 sz 0






























where sx,sy and sz are the scaling factors in the direction of coordinate axis.
Affine tranformation
Translation by a vector t = (t1, t2, t3), x
′ = x+ t = (x1 + t1, x2 + t2, x3 + t3) can be
presented in matrix form only using homogeneous coordinates. Translation x′ = x+t










1 0 0 t1
0 1 0 t2
0 0 1 t3










The inverse operation to translation is translation by the opposite vector -t, and the
inverse of the translation matris is










1 0 0 −t1
0 1 0 −t2
0 0 1 −t3










Affine transformation A combines linear mapping and translation. A is an affine
transformation if
x′ = A(x) = L(x+ t),
where L is a linear mapping and t is a translation vector. In the matrix representa-
tion we have A = LT where A is now an affine transformation matrix, L is a linear
transformation matrix and T is the corresponding translation matrix.
Affine transformation can be concatenated but not commutated
A1(A2(x)) = (A1(A2))(x)
A1(A2(x)) 6= A2(A1(x)) in general
The non-commutative law means that the order of transformations is significant,
and in AR application we need to do them in the correct order. The concatenation
property allows us to multiply series of transformation matrices into one matrix.
Affine transformations preserve lines and parallelism (i.e. parallel lines and planes
remain parallel). They also preserve ratios of length, area and volume and the degree
of a polynomial. Intersecting lines and planes are also transformed into intersecting
lines and planes, but they do not preserve angles and shapes.
















l11 l12 l13 t1
l21 l22 l23 t2
l31 l32 l33 t3
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is an affine transformation.
Appendix B
Camera calibration
In this appendix, we discuss camera calibration, which is essential for computer vision
applications including AR. We start the discussion with camera calibration and
then review linear methods and non-linear optimization methods used for it. More
profound surveys on camera calibration can be found in computer vision literature
(e.g. [148]), to mention just one.
Camera calibration methods
Camera calibration means finding out the camera-dependent parameters for a scene
model. Camera calibration includes, at least, approximating the intrinsic camera
parameters and distortion functions. Sometimes it also includes finding out the
extrinsic camera parameters (i.e. camera pose). Small differences in the camera
assembly or physical variations in the individual lenses affect the parameters. Thus,
for applications that require high accuracy, each camera needs to be calibrated indi-
vidually, even if the cameras are of an identical model. Camera calibration methods
are based on the detection of known control points. Differences between measured
and calculated control point coordinates are used to construct an approximation of
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the distortion functions and to estimate the intrinsic parameters. Metric cameras
are cameras specifically designed for photogrammetric tasks. They have a robust
mechanical structure, well-aligned lenses with low distortion and a lack of autofocus
and other functionalities that may, uncontrollably, change the internal geometry of
the camera. For metric cameras, the manufacturer usually provides exact intrinsic
parameters as well as distortion coefficients, which simplifies the calibration process.
However, most augmented reality applications are designed for use with ordinary
(non-metric) cameras. We can divide non-metric cameras into professional (high-
quality) cameras and consumer (low-cost) cameras (e.g. USB cameras and camera
phones). Nonmetric cameras may have some of the features of the metric cameras
but not all of them. In addition, autofocus, zoom lenses, image stabilizers, etc. can
reduce the potential accuracy of a given camera. Augmented reality applications
designed for the mass market (e.g. games) are often based on low-end cameras,
with various distortions and calibration results clearly affecting the visual quality of
augmentation. Thus, camera calibration is an essential stage of augmented reality
application development.
Calibration pattern
Calibration methods commonly assume that the system can obtain an accurate set
of correspondences between known world and image points. Calibration is often
done using a known calibration pattern, calibration rig, e.g. a chequerboard pat-
tern, but calibration is also possible using random features. The system can obtain
these correspondences using, for example, a predefined planar calibration pattern,
e.g. a chequerboard with a known pattern size (see Figure B.1). It knows the ex-
act position of each corner point in the pattern and can then use corner detection
and/or line detection methods to find the corresponding points from the image. The
advantage of a single planar calibration is that it is extremely easy to produce.
However, there are certain limitations with a single planar calibration pattern. The
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Figure B.1: A typical calibration pattern.
system can overcome these using a multi-planar calibration object, e.g. two (or more)
perpendicular planes consisting of chequerboard patterns of known sizes. This kind
of calibration pattern is relatively simple to produce. Another solution is to use
a 3D calibration pattern of known formation, e.g. detectable points at the end of
sticks pointing in different directions. A 3D calibration pattern is more complex to
produce as it is not printable. It is also possible to implement calibration without
a calibration rig using feature detection. In feature-based calibration, features are
detected and tracked, and the system calculates the camera movement and param-
eters based on the behaviour of the features.
Calibration using a special calibration rig is easier to implement than feature-based
calibration and is thus more common. For example, in AR applications the widely
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used ARToolKit [49] provides a calibration tool with which the user prints a chequer-
board pattern and moves it around in front of the camera. Similar calibration tool-
boxes are also available for Matlab and OpenCV. Although feature-based calibration
is more difficult to implement than methods using a calibration rig, feature-based
methods are more user friendly as the calibration can be automated. For success-
ful auto-calibration, the system needs a relatively large number of well-distributed
points and at least one image must have a roll angle that is significantly different
from the others. However, the common user is unfamiliar with camera calibration
and its requirements. The system may therefore need to guide the user to move
the camera in an appropriate way. Depending on the type of application and sys-
tem assembly, it may be more convenient to solve the extrinsic parameters in the
calibration process or at least the initial pose of the camera. For stationary cam-
eras, it is convenient to solve the camera position and pose once with high accuracy
rather than use valuable processing capacity to solve it at run-time. For rotating
cameras the system only needs to discover the rotation for each frame in run-time,
and for moving cameras it needs to calculate the pose for each frame. For fixed
lens cameras, the focal length is static and the system needs to solve it only once.
For zoom cameras, the focal length changes, and even with the same zoom step
(depending on the mechanical accuracy) it may vary. In the case of the zoom-lens
camera, the system therefore needs to approximate the focal length every time the
zoom factor is changed. The principal point may also change with zooming cam-
eras. A change in image resolution (digital zoom) does not require new calibration
for intrinsic parameters, just scaling.
Intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
There are different approaches to calculating the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
for a specific camera setup. Extrinsic camera parameters are those define the loca-
tion and orientation of the camera reference frame with respect to a known world







Image Plane Coordinates (2D)⊗
↓
Pixel Coordinates (2D, int)⊗
reference frame. Intrinsic camera parameters are the parameters necessary to link
the pixel coordinates of an image point with the corresponding coordinates in the
camera reference frame. The workflow is shown below. The steps marked with ? use
the extrinsic parameters and those marked with ⊗ the intrinsic ones.
The extrinsic parameters are those that identify uniquely the transformation be-
tween the unknown camera reference frame and the known world reference frame.
Typically, determining these parameters means:
• finding the translation vector between the relative positions of the origins of
the two reference frames.
• finding the rotation matrix that brings the corresponding axes of the two
frames into alignment (i.e., onto each other)
Using the extrinsic camera parameters, it can be found the relation between the
coordinates of a point P in world Pw and camera Pc coordinates (see figure B.2).
The intrinsic parameters are those that characterize the optical, geometric, and
digital characteristics of the camera:
• the perspective projection (focal length f ).
• the transformation between image plane coordinates and pixel coordinates.
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Figure B.2: Correspondence between world and camera coordinates
• the geometric distortion introduced by the optics.
The basic idea is the same: we have our camera model x = MX, where X =
(X,Y, Z, 1) is a 3D world point, x = (x, y) is the corresponding point in pixel co-
ordinates and M is the camera model matrix, which has to be solved. There are a
set of correspondences {(Xi, xi)|i = 1, ..., N} where Xi is a world point and xi its



































that can be written out as
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It gets the following equation
zixi = m11Xi +m12Yi +m13Zi +m14
ziyi = m21Xi +m22Yi +m23Zi +m24
zi = m31Xi +m32Yi +m33Zi +m34
By resolving the equation system, the factors that allows to project a point P in the
3D world in a correct point in 2D camera coordinates are then estimated.
Appendix C
Statistical tests for Software
Analysis
Objective measurement of software is crucial to enable control of projects, products
and process. ”You cannot control what you cannot measure” [149]. Without mea-
surements, it is not possible to have the desired control and, consequently, infer any
conclusion about the level of performance implied by the choices made during the
design of a process.
Measurement and measure are defined as: ”Measurement is a mapping from the
empirical world to the formal, relational world. Consequently, a measure is the
number or the symbol assigned to an entity by this mapping in order to characterize
an attribute” [150]. This section briefly introduces the statistical instruments useful
to formally measure the performance achieved in software engineering. Considering
the breadth of the subject, this section only discusses the statistical measurements
used in this work of thesis.
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Formulation of the Hypothesis
A statistical hypothesis is a scientific hypothesis that is testable on the basis of ob-
serving a process that is modelled via a set of random variables [151]. A statistical
hypothesis is stated formally and the data collected during the experiment is used,
possibly, to reject the hypothesis. Once that happens, it is possible to draw conclu-
sions taking into account possible statistical risks.
During the planning phase of a statistical hypothesis test, two hypothesis have to
be formulated:
1. the null hypotesis, H0: that states that there is not a significant difference
between two populations respect to a given aspect. For example, the null
hypothesis for a new method M it that it gives on average the same count
of red balls in several different groups of coloured balls respect to an old one.
H0 : µMold = µMnew .
2. the alternative hypothesis, H1: that is the accepted hypothesis if the null
hypothesis is rejected. Referring to the example method above, H1 : µMold <
µMnew .
The number of statistical tests that use this formulation of hypothesis to discuss
the outcomes of an experiments is really high. They all aim at rejecting the null
hypothesis in favor of the alternative one to draw conclusions. However, once the
null hypothesis is rejected, it must be taken into account that testing hypothesis
implies some risks. They are formally expressed as:
1. Type-I-error: occurs when a statistical test rejects the null hypothesis even
if the difference between the populations is not particularly significant for the
considered domain.
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2. Type-II-error: occurs, conversely, when the null hypothesis is accepted even
if there is actually a significant difference between the populations for the
particular aspect that is analysed.
The definition of risks in hypothesis testing allows to define the power of a statistical
test that is meant as the probability that the test reveals a significant difference when
H0 is rejected.
Before choosing a statistical test to analyse a particular aspect of the software design,
it is extremely important to consider the above mentioned measures. In addition,
the design of the test varies depending on the type of data to be collected and on
the number of populations and factors that have to be compared.
In the book of Wholin et al. [152] a comprehensive and complete collection of most
frequently used tests has been presented. It discusses how to choose the proper
statistical test according to the number of factors and treatments in the testing
design:
1. one factor, two treatments: when two different approaches have to be
compared against each other.
2. one factor, more than two treatments: as the previous one, for all possible
pairs of treatments, two treatments are compared against each other.
3. Two factors, two treatments: when increasing the number of factors to two
(or more), the experiment gets more complex. The hypothesises become three,
that is one for the effect from one of the factor, the second for the other one
and the third for the interaction between the two factors.
Statistical tests can be one-tailed or two-tailed. In statistical significance testing,
a one-tailed test and a two-tailed test are alternative ways of computing the statis-
tical significance of a parameter inferred from a data set, in terms of a test statistic.
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Figure C.1: Examples of the meaning of two-tailed and one-tailed statistical tests.
A two-tailed test is used if deviations of the estimated parameter in either direc-
tion from some benchmark value are considered theoretically possible; in contrast,
a one-tailed test is used if only deviations in one direction are considered possible.
Alternative names are one-sided and two-sided tests; the terminology ”tail” is used
because the extreme portions of distributions, where observations lead to rejection
of the null hypothesis, are small and often ”tail off” toward zero as in the normal
distribution or ”bell curve” (see figure C.1 [153]).
Considering the limited amount of factors and treatments analysed in this work of
thesis, this section only presents technical details about the statistical tests used
during the experimentations, that are the Student’s test and Mann-Whitney test.
Before introducing them, it is important to clarify the difference between paramet-
ric e non-parametric tests. The parametric test is based on a model that involves
a specific distribution. For example, it can assume that the populations are nor-
mally distributed. Moreover, parametric tests require that data can be measured
at least on an interval continuous scale. Conversely, non-parametric test do not
make assumptions concerning the distribution of the data. When data cannot be
measured on a interval scale, e.g., the scores of a questionnaire, non-parametric test
are used rather than the parametric ones. In general, whenever there are doubts
about the most appropriate test to perform, or they are non-normally distributed,
a non-parametric test should be preferred to the parametric one. The Shapiro-Wilk
test is in general used to assert the normal distribution of the samples before running
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a parametric test.
Student’s test
The Student’s test (also known as t-test) is one of the most famous and used paramet-
ric tests. It is particularly applied for comparisons between two samples according
to a single factor. The samples have to be independent and normally distributed.
Given two independent samples x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) and y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) and the
null hypothesis H0 = µx = µy, i.e., the expected mean values are the same in both















and, S2x and S
2
y are the individual sample variance.
The two-sided test (H1 : µx 6= µy): reject the null hypothesis H0 if |t0| > tα/2,n+m−2
where tα/2,n+m−2 is a known t-distribution critical value with significance threshold
α (generally set to 0.05) and degree of freedom n+m− 2.
In its one-sided formulation (H1 : µx > µy), the test reject H0 if t0 > tα,n+m−2.
In R scripting
Given a and b the samples to be compared, the Student’s test is calculate by calling
the following R functions, for two-tailed and one-tailed respectively:
shapiroTest_a = shapiro.test(a);
shapiroTest_b = shapiro.test(b);
if (shapiroTest_a < 0.01 & shapiroTest_b < 0.01){
t.test(a, b, conf.value=0.05, alternative = "two.sided");
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t.test(a, b, alternative="less", conf.value=0.05);
}
where shapiro.test checks if the samples are normally distributed. The option alter-
native specifies that the t-test is of type one-tailed, (H1 : µx > µy) for greater and
(H1 : µx < µy) for less. The output value in t.test is then compared to the critical
value obtained by calling qt(α, f) where α is the significance threshold used and f
the degrees of freedom (n+m− 2).
Mann-Whitney test
The Mann-Whiteny test is a non-parametric statistical test alternative to the Stu-
dent’s test. Being non-parametric, it is always possible to use it instead of the t-test
when the assumptions made by the t-test about the samples look uncertain. The
test involves the calculation of a statistic, usually called U or W, whose distribution
under the null hypothesis is known. In the case of small samples, the distribution is
tabulated, but for sample sizes above 20, approximation using the normal distribu-
tion is fairly good. Some books tabulate statistics equivalent to U, such as the sum
of ranks in one of the samples, rather than U itself.
Given two independent samples x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) and y = (y1, y2, ..., ym) and
the null hypothesis that the samples come from the same distribution, the Mann-
Whitney test is calculated as:
U = NANB +
N −A(NA + 1)
2
− T and U ′ = NANB − U
where NA = min(n,m), NB = max(n,m) and T is the sum of the ranks of the
smallest sample (the samples are ranked first).
The null hypothesis H0 is reject if min(U,U
′) is less than or equal to the known
U-distribution critical value with significance threshold α (generally set to 0.05)
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In R scripting
Given a and b the samples to be compared, the Mann-Whitney U-test is calculate
by calling the following R functions, for two-tailed and one-tailed test respectively:
values = wilcox.test(a, b, alternative = "two.sided")
values = wilcox.test(a, b, alternative="less")
where the option alternative=”less” or alternative=”greater” specifies that the U-
test is of type one-tailed.
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